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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 The Purpose of the Plan 
Asset management planning is a comprehensive process to ensure delivery of services from infrastructure is provided 
in a financially sustainable manner. 

This asset management plan details information about infrastructure assets including actions required to provide an 
agreed level of service in the most cost effective manner while outlining associated risks.   The plan defines the 
services to be provided, how the services are provided and what funds are required to provide the services over a 20-
year planning period. 

In order to facilitate the provision of its services to the community, Indigo Shire Council manages an extensive range of 
community assets. One of the more significant asset groups are buildings. In developing this plan, it was identified 
that Council’s interests historically (and in line with community’s expectations) extended beyond Council owned 
assets to other community facilities.  

The purpose of this Buildings Asset Management Plan is to: 

• Acknowledge the important role the community’s use of services provided by buildings play within Indigo 
Shire; 

• Provide a clearly defined and consistent approach to the way Indigo Shire manages buildings, both Council 
owned buildings and community facilities owned by others; 

• Define the community’s key role and responsibility in Council’s provision of relevant and sustainable building 
services and service levels; 

• Provide a framework for the sustainable management of Indigo Shire’s buildings in support of the Council 
Plan, Council’s Asset Management Policy and Asset Management Strategy, and regulatory requirements; and, 

• Assist Indigo Shire in determining priorities for building maintenance, renewal programs, new buildings, 
upgrades, and building disposal. 

The plan aims at providing a core level for Council’s building asset management practices. For the purposes of 
community consultation and community input into the plan, [the Draft version of this plan was advertised and public 
submissions invited before the current version was finalised in October 2021]. 

1.2 Asset Description 
This plan relates to both Council and certain community building assets. This asset base facilitates the delivery of 
Council and community services, with the use of 280 buildings across Council’s strategic management areas of (1) 
Community Development, including libraries, community services, recreation, early years, tourism and the Burke 
Museum and Historic Precinct; (2) Corporate Services, including Council Offices, and (3) Infrastructure Services, 
including Municipal Operations, Waste and assets. As part of this asset base, Council is responsible for managing a 
significant number of historic buildings, both owned by Council and owned by others.  

The projected replacement cost of building assets referred to in this plan for June 2021 totals $106,011,930. Of this 
total facility base, 211 buildings with a replacement cost of approximately $78,710,380 are Council owned. 

A summary of the various types and numbers of buildings, building values and building ownership is detailed in Table 
2.1.2.1 following. 
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Table 2.1.2.1 Building Assets Covered by this Plan – By Function Category 

Building Function Description
All 

Buildings
Council 
Buildings All Buildings Council Buildings

Beechworth Historic Precinct Buildings 10 10  $          5,515,300  $          5,515,300 

Caravan Park Buildings 19 19  $          2,690,700  $          2,690,700 

Community Halls/Community Centres/Senior Citizens 39 27  $        30,777,200  $        24,482,300 

Council  Administration Buildings/ offices 4 4  $          8,651,000  $          8,651,000 

Council  Depots and Operations Buildings 21 21  $          1,765,100  $          1,765,100 

Kindergartens/ Preschools and Child Care Centres 7 7  $          3,409,700  $          3,409,700 

Maternal and Child Health Care Centres 1 1  $              162,000  $              162,000 
Museums and Athenaeums (includes historic 
buildings)

8 4  $          6,191,000  $          4,209,000 

Other Buildings 11 11  $          4,118,600  $          4,118,600 

Parks & Gardens structures - shade and shelter 25 25  $              988,400  $              988,400 

Public Toilets and Amenities 35 26  $          3,263,800  $          2,561,200 

Sporting and Recreational Pavil ions/Buildings 64 21  $        29,476,600  $        11,639,800 

Swimming Pool Buildings 28 27  $          7,625,500  $          7,442,000 

Visitor Centres * 2 2  $              716,500  $              414,750 

Waste Management Buildings 5 5  $              400,530  $              400,530 

Youth Centres 1 1  $              260,000  $              260,000 

TOTAL 280 211  $      106,011,930  $        78,710,380 

* Rutherglen Wine Experience Building - 50% Owned

Replacement Value ($)Inventory

 

1.3 Levels of Service 
Council plans to operate and maintain the building network to maintain the current levels of service. This plan 
quantifies (1) community levels of service in the areas of quality, function/ capacity, safety and cost effectiveness; and 
(2) technical levels of service in the areas of condition, function/ accessibility, cost effectiveness, and safety; and 
defines performance targets in these areas.  

Council’s building strategic managers are responsible for communication and consultation with operational managers, 
user groups, committees of management, and occupiers of Council and community buildings. Issues affecting the 
function or levels of service of the building are to be resolved, prioritised or programmed for by Council’s relevant 
building strategic manager within Council.  

1.4 Future Demand 
Future demand for building services is not expected to exceed current facility capacity for many years to come. This is 
the result of (1) low population growth of approximately 1%, (2) a large number of townships and regional nodes, (3) 
facility development undertaken historically within pre-amalgamation Shire boundaries, and (4) significant upgrade, 
renewal and new facility works undertaken in over the last 10 years as part of Federal and State funded project 
initiatives. 
 
This plan advocates that existing asset utilisation and non-asset based service delivery solutions be explored at every 
opportunity in order to cater for future demand. This will allow the community’s service requirements to be met 
within Indigo’s existing asset portfolio. 

1.5 Lifecycle Management Plan 
This plan documents the management structure that Council will use in managing the services providing by building 
assets. Council seeks to promote community ownership and involvement in facility management and levels of service 
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as outlined in this plan. Typically a building’s strategic building manager will belong to a Council service unit and is 
responsible for the ongoing community consultation and service delivery for that facility.  
 
The strategy to manage a building over its life cycle as outlined in this plan is to: 

 clearly document ownership and management responsibilities 
 clearly outline the process for maintenance, renewal, new/ upgrade and disposal activities 
 summarise the forecast costs in each of these activity areas to ascertain the total life cycle cost of the asset. 

 
Lifecycle management focuses on management options and strategies, and considers economic and physical 
consequences as part of an assets life cycle, from initial planning to disposal. This plan documents the available 
building asset information and the management plans covering the four key work activities necessary to manage the 
portfolio, these being: 
 

1. Routine Maintenance Plan – outlines maintenance processes and summarises future maintenance costs. The 
maintenance cost summary indicates ongoing expenditure of $676,000 annually, comprising of $425,000 
operational expenditure, $200,000 cleaning costs and $51,000 caravan park expenditure. Note this amount 
excludes the $180,000 (est.) Building Asset Maintenance Grant expenditure 

2. Renewal/ Replacement Plan – outlines renewal/ replacement processes and models future renewal costs. 
The renewal cost summary forecasts a renewal demand expenditure of:  

 $603,000 per annum increasing to $1.4m in the next 10 years 2022-2032, levelling out to $1.3m 
per annum on average in the next 10 years 2032-2042 

3. Creation/ Acquisition/ Upgrade Plan – The 10 year capital works program includes forward projections of 
costs from 2021/22 to 2031/32 within specific upgrade programs. The current program does not list specific 
projects at this time, but it is expected that there will be some major projects in the next 10 years, including 
replacement of swimming pool facilities and potential upgrades of Kinder/Childcare centres. Recreation / 
Active Indigo Plans are also provided with annual funding of an average of $137,000. This is used for directly 
funding recreation projects or as “seed” funding for grant applications.  

4. Disposal Plan – At the time of endorsement of this plan, only one Building Asset has been identified for 
possible decommissioning and disposal – this is the Beechworth Baarmutha Park External Public Toilets. The 
timing for the public toilet replacement is contingent on the proposed Beechworth Tennis Club Facility being 
installed. There are some key strategies under development, including in the area of Early Years and Historic 
Precinct in Beechworth, which may result in some buildings being identified as being surplus to requirements, 
but at this stage no further asset disposal is anticipated. 

 
The summary of future maintenance costs provided in the plan indicates that a larger portion of Council’s 
maintenance spend should be directed to the Beechworth Historic Precinct buildings. The improvement plan in 
Section 8 identifies the engagement of a building restoration consultant to provide a report on maintenance and 
renewal programs for Council managed historic buildings as a recommended action to support this. 

1.6 Financial Summary 
This section of the plan contains a summary of the financial parameters provided in previous sections of the plan and 
an example funding strategy for reference purposes. 

Proposed financial requirements to maintain the existing level of service for Council buildings is presented in section 6, 
where Council seeks to fund maintenance and renewal, as well as new and upgrade programs, for Council 
owned/managed buildings only, and a reliance on some Council funding but largely Grant funding for renewal of non-
Council owned or managed buildings. Maintenance grants will be provided to assist with maintenance and operations 
of all buildings, whether they are Council owned or not. 

This plan outlines the funding strategy for Council Owned Buildings only. This strategy: 

 allocates $603,000 for building renewal in 2021-22 and increases this allocation to $1.48m 2031-32 and keeps 
it steady at approximately $1.3m after this time.  

 
This option marginally underfunds the renewal requirements in years 1-8 of the program, (meaning that there is a 
renewal gap less than $500k) to 2027 and then matches the renewal requirements to 2042.  The modelled percentage 
of asset base above intervention maintains a reasonable level of 5% by 2031 using this approach. 
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Council’s overall funding strategy is to be formulated and detailed as part of Council’s 10 year financial plan. The 
Building Asset Management Plan outlines the quantum of funding necessary to sustain Council’s building portfolio 
over the long term. This financial summary can be readily incorporated into Council’s 10 year financial plan as 
required.  

Our present funding levels are sufficient to continue to manage risks and deliver on Council’s Renewal Demand in the 
medium term, although there will be a substantial increase in capital funding required for building renewal over the 
coming 10 year period. 

1.7 Asset Management Practices 
Council currently uses Magiq and Lynx software to manage its corporate financial systems. Council uses Conquest 
software and the Intramaps GIS system for building asset management purposes. The Conquest asset management 
system is also used as a customer request and works order system for a range of assets including buildings, roads, 
bridges and pathways. 

The Moloneys modelling system is used by Council for long term financial forecasting purposes. Assumptions used in 
the Moloneys building renewal model are outlined in the plan. This model is also used in the annual submission of 
Council’s renewal requirements to the MAV for state wide benchmarking purposes. Council is currently upgrading its 
Asset Management System to a single, cloud-based asset system – Unity Manager. This integration is expected to be 
completed by January 2022. 

1.8 Monitoring and Improvement Program 
The effectiveness of this Building Asset Management Plan may be measured largely by the degree to which the 
required renewal funding or funding strategies identified in this plan are incorporated into Council’s long term 
financial plan, forward capital works program and Strategic 2030 Plan. 

The proposed actions to improve this plan include 
1. Continuous data improvement 
2. Review of Council’s building depreciation inventory 
3. Communication and acceptance of the roles and responsibilities of the community , a facility’s strategic 

manager, and a facility’s operational manager 
4. Investigating alternatives to Council ownership of buildings where appropriate 
5. Review of service plans and resultant levels of service in consultation with the community 
6. Defining Essential Safety Measures (ESM) costs and integration of these costs into future budgets 
7. Review Community Facility Support Guidelines  
8. Engagement of a building restoration consultant to provide a report on maintenance and renewal programs 

for all of Council managed historic buildings 
9. Review of maintenance and Essential Safety Measures obligations of Community Access Committees, and 

associated committee funding arrangements  
10. Validation of building maintenance and renewal needs with appropriate budgeting 
11. Ongoing review of forward programs for building renewal, new and upgrade, and rationalisation/ disposal 
12. Continuous review of demand management to identify and cater for increased demand in any applicable 

areas. 

The Building Asset Management Plan will be subject to continuous improvement with revision and updating of the 
plan required on a four yearly basis with this review to occur within 2 years of each Council election. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

2.1 Background 
Indigo Shire was formed in 1995 as a result of the amalgamation of Beechworth, Yackandandah, Chiltern and 
Rutherglen Shires (or parts thereof). This process saw Indigo Shire inherit the property portfolios of each of these 
former Councils.  
   
The formulation of the first Building Asset Management Plan in 2010 included extensive investigations into asset 
inventory, ownership and condition to review and update Council’s building asset register. The plan was the first 
major review of Indigo Shire’s building portfolio since amalgamation.  
 
This updated Building Asset Management Plan is to be treated as a living document and is subject to continuous 
improvement and periodic review on a maximum four yearly basis. 
 
The plan has been primarily formulated to document:  

 the building assets Council owns or has an active interest in on behalf of the community 
 what funding is required to maintain these buildings at their current levels of service 
 facility demand and how building facilities are best managed over the long term.  
 

This plan is one of a suite of asset management plans that Indigo is developing as part of its commitment to achieving 
a core level of asset management as outlined in its Asset Management Strategy (Version 2.0 – May 2019). 
 
The building asset management plan is a vital component of Indigo’s strategic planning process. It forms the basis of 
short, medium and long term planning for capital, operations and maintenance budgets and links to key corporate 
strategies including the following documents: 

 Indigo Shire Council Plan 2021 - 2025 
 Indigo Shire’s Asset Management Policy and Asset Management Strategy 
 Indigo Shire’s Strategic Long Term 2030 Plan and Long Term Financial Plan 
 Annual Budget 
 Indigo Shire’s Risk Register. 

 
2.1.1 Building Categories 

The primary rationale for Council owning or managing buildings is to: 
 provide a service to local Indigo communities 
 provide an operational base for Council activities 
 allow appropriate preservation of Council’s owned or managed historic buildings. 

 
In line with this rationale, buildings have been categorised in Council registers according to their: 
1. Locality, and therefore the local community they principally service 
2. Service Plan area, what is the purpose of the building 
3. Strategic and Operational Management, to allow definition of who manages what 
4. Ownership, with buildings categorised as ‘Council owned’ or ‘Owned by others’ 
5. Heritage content, with buildings categorised as ‘Historic’ or ‘Non Historic’. 

 

Categorisation within the Locality area is in accordance with the township or district in which the building is located, 
for instance, Council buildings in Rutherglen.  
 
Categorisation within the Building Function area is dictated by the primary use of the facility. For each facility, a 
Council strategic manager is appointed. These appointments are documented in Council’s Roles and Responsibilities 
Matrix (2020 – see Appendix D). The matrix document specified the strategic manager role, operations manager and 
includes details for each position description where a Building Function management role exists.  
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Service Plans are business unit plans that each service area in Indigo Shire Council maintains, which details that 
service area’s strategic programs, financial budgets and management responsibilities. For each facility, at least one 
service plan area is identified to ensure that facilities are managed for a specific Council service, and to ensure 
communication about works proposed or strategic decisions on facilities are optimised. 
  
The Strategic Manager of a building is defined as the relevant Council unit and sub-unit that has the overall strategic 
management role for that type of facility – i.e. the Corporate Services, Community & Economic Development, or 
Infrastructure Services unit. Table 2.1.1.1 outlines the range of Strategic managers and what function of buildings 
they manage.  
 
The Operational Manager of a building is the applicable organisation that manages the day to day operation of the 
building and, in many cases, may be the relevant committee of management. 
 
The Ownership of a building is simply categorised as ‘Council owned’ or ‘Owned by others’. There are many 
community and sports buildings that are owned by the Department of Environment Land Water & Planning 
(DELWP) and managed through committees of management, or, owned and managed by local community trusts. 
 
Buildings are categorised in the Heritage area as either ‘Historic’ or ‘Non Historic’. Many of the historic buildings 
registered on Indigo Shire’s register are owned by others, with some of these being managed by Council. Tourists 
are attracted to the Indigo region because of the uniqueness of its townships and the relative intactness of the 
heritage buildings that form a significant part of the built environment.  
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2.1.2 Building Assets and Asset Hierarchy 

The Building Asset Management Plan has been prepared to include all the buildings that Council owns, manages, or 
has an interest in on behalf of the community.  
 
Indigo townships and precincts contain a rich heritage of historic buildings that tell a story of pioneering 
communities built on wealth from gold and agriculture. Many of these buildings have been wonderfully preserved 
and continue to dominate much of Indigo’s urban landscape. A number of historic buildings are owned or managed 
by Council and will require appropriate maintenance and renewal in perpetuity. Recent community surveys indicate 
that the community rank the protection and enhancement of historic buildings as a high priority. 
 
This plan covers the building infrastructure assets outlined in Table 2.1.2.1. Table 2.1.2.1 shows the split between all 
buildings covered by this plan (indicated as All Buildings), and the proportion of these buildings owned by Council 
(indicated as Council Buildings). The number of buildings and replacement values shown are based on the forecast 
asset inventory as of June 2021 with valuation in 2021 dollar values. 

 

Table 2.1.2.1 Assets Covered by this Plan – By Function Category 

Building Function Description
All 

Buildings
Council 
Buildings All Buildings Council Buildings

Beechworth Historic Precinct Buildings 10 10  $          5,515,300  $          5,515,300 

Caravan Park Buildings 19 19  $          2,690,700  $          2,690,700 

Community Halls/Community Centres/Senior Citizens 39 27  $        30,777,200  $        24,482,300 

Council  Administration Buildings/ offices 4 4  $          8,651,000  $          8,651,000 

Council  Depots and Operations Buildings 21 21  $          1,765,100  $          1,765,100 

Kindergartens/ Preschools and Child Care Centres 7 7  $          3,409,700  $          3,409,700 

Maternal and Child Health Care Centres 1 1  $              162,000  $              162,000 
Museums and Athenaeums (includes historic 
buildings)

8 4  $          6,191,000  $          4,209,000 

Other Buildings 11 11  $          4,118,600  $          4,118,600 

Parks & Gardens structures - shade and shelter 25 25  $              988,400  $              988,400 

Public Toilets and Amenities 35 26  $          3,263,800  $          2,561,200 

Sporting and Recreational Pavil ions/Buildings 64 21  $        29,476,600  $        11,639,800 

Swimming Pool Buildings 28 27  $          7,625,500  $          7,442,000 

Visitor Centres * 2 2  $              716,500  $              414,750 

Waste Management Buildings 5 5  $              400,530  $              400,530 

Youth Centres 1 1  $              260,000  $              260,000 

TOTAL 280 211  $      106,011,930  $        78,710,380 

* Rutherglen Wine Experience Building - 50% Owned

Replacement Value ($)Inventory

 
The assets covered in this plan are also shown rolled up into Strategic Management categories in Table 2.1.2.2. 
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Table 2.1.2.2 Assets Covered by this Plan – By Council Strategic Manager 

Building Function Description

All Buildings
Council 
Buildings

All Buildings
Council 

Buildings
Community & Economic Development: 
Community Development

140 84  $      71,711,000  $  47,395,800 

Community & Economic Development: Tourism 39 35  $      15,113,500  $  12,829,750 

Corporate Services: Planning & Corporate 
Services

4 4  $         8,651,000  $    8,651,000 

Infrastructure Services: Capital Works & Waste 5 5  $            400,530  $       400,530 

Infrastructure Services: Assets 46 37  $         7,382,400  $    6,679,800 

Infrastructure Services: Municipal Operations 46 46  $         2,753,500  $    2,753,500 

TOTAL 280 211  $    106,011,930  $  78,710,380 

Inventory Replacement Value ($)

 
 

These buildings are further classified and managed in accordance with an asset hierarchy to provide a framework to 
assist in the prioritisation of capital and maintenance works. The factors of building function, level of use, strategic 
importance to the operation of Council services, and building ownership were considered in the development of a 
simple building hierarchy. Higher ranked buildings are considered to be of greater significance and therefore attract 
higher levels of service to maintain them in an appropriate condition. 
 
The proposed hierarchy ratings to be applied to building assets are described in Table 2.1.2.3. 
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Table 2.1.2.3 Building Hierarchy Classification  

Hierarchy Classification Description
Level 1    Community Halls/Community Centres/Senior Citizens - High Use
(Highest Priority) Council Administration Buildings/ Offices

Kindergartens/ Preschools and Child Care Centres – High Use
Maternal and Child Health Care Buildings – High Use
Museums and Athenaeums (includes buildings of historic nature) – Council Owned and/ or High 
Use
Libraries
Visitor Centres
Beechworth Historic Precinct Buildings
Public Toilets and Amenities – High Use
Council Depots and Operations Buildings
Museums and Athenaeums (includes buildings of historic nature) – Owned by others and/ or 
Low Use
Sporting and Recreational Pavilions/Buildings – High Use and/ or Council owned
Community Halls/Community Centres/Senior Citizens - Medium Use
Swimming Pool Buildings
Waste Management Buildings
Caravan Park Buildings
Community Halls/Community Centres/Senior Citizens - Low Use / Owned by Others
Kindergartens/ Preschools and Child Care Centres – Low Use
Maternal and Child Health Care Buildings – Low Use
Sporting and Recreational Pavilions/Buildings - Low Use and/ or owned by others
Public Toilets and Amenities – Low Use 
Youth Centres

Level 4  
 (Lowest Priority)

Level 2 

Level 3       

Non-Core service, little or no usage – unoccupied or surplus to requirements
 

 
2.1.3 Stakeholders 

A stakeholder represents any group or individual having an interest in the service provided by Council’s buildings 
and facilities. This plan is a base document for all stakeholders to provide details of how Council is undertaking 
management of the community’s building assets. This document is open to input and comment by all stakeholders, 
with the document scheduled for periodic review on a four yearly basis. The relevant key stakeholders to the 
Building Asset Management Plan are shown in Table 2.1.3.1. 

 

Table 2.1.3.1 Key Stakeholders in this Plan 

Stakeholder 

Council – Key Stakeholders include Responsible Service Managers  

Community, Committees Of Management, User Groups, Heritage committees and other organisations     

General Public        

Employees, Volunteers      

Visitors to the Shire      

Government 

Insurers  

Contractors, Suppliers 
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2.2 Goals and Objectives of Asset Ownership 
Local Government exists primarily to provide core services to meet the needs of its community. The Local Government 
Act 1989 Sec 3C(1) states: 

“ The primary objective of a Council is to endeavour to achieve the best outcomes for the local community having 
regard to the long term and cumulative effects of decisions.” 

Section 3E(1) of the Act prescribes several Council functions, the ones more relevant to asset management being: 

(b) Planning for and providing services and facilities for the local community; and 

(c) Providing and maintaining community infrastructure in the municipal district. 

The objectives and functions set out in the Local Government Act 1989 align with the key principles of asset 
management.  Assets exist essentially to support the services provided by Council. In view of this, asset management 
planning must be linked to the service planning that supports Council’s vision and objectives.  

The New Local Government Act 2020 includes specific requirements for Council to have Asset Plans for 10 years. This 
Asset Management Plan satisfies this requirement for the Building Assets. 

Council recognises that sound asset management is essential to the quality and sustainability of the built 
environment. Indigo’s Asset Management Policy and Asset Management Strategy reinforces Council's commitment to 
manage and care for its assets in a sustainable way and to assist in the achievement of its vision and meet the service 
and infrastructure needs of the community. 

This plan is intended to outline how Council will support its objective to plan, develop and maintain a network of 
sustainable infrastructure. The purpose of the plan is to: 

• improve the understanding of levels of service 

• identify long term life cycle costs associated with the provision of current levels of service 

• better understand and forecast asset related costs and  management options 

• improve decision making based on costs and benefits 

• provide the ability to balance out forward funding demands  

• justify forward works programs and expenditure 

• manage risk associated with asset failures 

• Linking to a long-term financial plan (LTFP) which identifies required, affordable expenditure and how it will 
be allocated. 

• provide a framework to continuously improve asset management practices. 

 

2.3 Core and Advanced Asset Management 
This asset management plan is prepared as a ‘core’ asset management plan over a 20 year planning period in 
accordance with the International Infrastructure Management Manual.   
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Core asset management uses an asset register, maintenance management systems, simple condition and performance 
monitoring, and defined levels of service, in order to establish alternative management options.  

Advanced asset management uses prediction modelling, risk management, and optimised renewal decision making 
techniques to evaluate options and identify the optimum long term plan to deliver a particular level of service. Indigo 
Shire Council’s Council Plan aims to maintain a Core Standard of Asset management maturity, and additional 
resources required to achieve an advanced standard are not considered appropriate for a small rural shire.  

This Bridge Asset Management Plan has been prepared as a core asset management plan in accordance with the 
International Infrastructure Management Manual (2015) and the National Asset Management Assessment Framework 
(2019).  

However, many competencies that are classified as Advanced in the National Asset Management Assessment 
Framework have been achieved by Indigo Shire, and this standard can also guide Council in looking at worthwhile 
system and process improvements. 

The levels of service outlined in this plan are intended to outline the existing levels of service that Council provides to 
the community. Based on these levels, the plan outlines how Council may best manage its bridges at current levels of 
service into the future. 
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3. LEVELS OF SERVICE 

3.1 Customer Research and Expectations 
Council participates in the Victorian Local Government Customer Satisfaction survey. This telephone survey polls a 
sample of residents on their level of satisfaction with Council’s services. Recent customer satisfaction survey results 
are outlined in Table 3.1.1. There are no specific Building related measures from this survey. 

Table 3.1.1 Victorian Community Satisfaction Survey Levels and Comparison of Overall Result 

Median Result 
for 

Median Result for

Small Rural 
Council Group

All Councils 

(Vic.) (Vic.)

2021 2020 2019 2021 2021

Indigo Overall 60 57 61 60 61

Performance Measure

Indigo Shire Satisfaction Score

(Indexed mean)

 

 

3.2 Strategic and Corporate Goals 
This asset management plan is prepared under the direction of the Indigo Shire Council vision, mission, goals and 
objectives. 

Our vision is: 

Planning a Bright and Sustainable Future 

Our mission is: 

By 2031, Indigo Shire will be home to many thriving communities that are healthy in every way through 
sustainable growth, environmental sustainability and climate action, liveability and services, connection, and 
wellbeing across every age group and life stage. 

Every four years, Council adopts a new Council Plan, including specific actions relating to the various services it 
delivers. 

Actions and Objectives relevant to Asset Management contained in the current Council Plan (2021-2025) and how 
these are addressed in this asset management plan are: 

Table 3.2:  Goals and how these are addressed in this Plan 

Theme Objective How Goal and Objectives are addressed in 
AM Plan 

Theme 2: 
Liveability 

2.3 Our infrastructure is renewed using sound 
asset management practices and expanded to 
meet the changing needs of our communities and 
the impact of climate change. 

2.3.3 Progress the key priorities of the Asset 
Management Strategy and Asset 
Management Plans 

Theme 2: 
Liveability 

2.4 Our heritage and cultural assets are highly 
valued and protected and we celebrate our 
unique place in Australia’s rich history. 

2.4.1 Advocate for, and act on opportunities 
to enhance the preservation of heritage 
assets 

Theme 5: 
Accountability 

5.1 Our financial management is sound, 
responsible and effective. 

Key Strategy - Ensure an integrated, long-
term view of Council’s finances, services 
and asset management 
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Council will exercise its duty of care to ensure public safety in accordance with the infrastructure risk management 
plan prepared in conjunction with this AM Plan.  Management of infrastructure risks is covered in Section 6. 

Indigo Shire Council adopted a new Asset Management Policy in 2017 and a new Asset Management Strategy in 2019. 
These documents provide the Asset Management Principles that guide decision making in Capital Asset expenditure, 
as well as providing a framework for how Council will ensure its Asset Management systems are effective, efficient 
and up to date, supported by strong Asset data and analysis. 

3.3 Legislative Requirements 
Statutory requirements set the framework for minimum levels of service that building structures are required to meet. 
An outline of legislative requirements is shown in Table 3.3.1. Council endeavours to maintain its building facility 
assets according to legislative requirements, with these endeavours balanced against available budget provisions. 

Table 3.3.1 Legislative Requirements  

Legislation Details
Section 92 of the LGA 2020 requires Council to develop, adopt and keep in 
force an Asset Plan with a scope of at least 10 years.
The Asset plan must include:
a) information about maintenance, renewal, acquisition, expansion, 
upgrade, disposal and decommissioning in relation to each class of 
infrastructure asset under the control of the Council;
(b) any other matters prescribed by the regulations.
Sets out role, purpose, responsibil ities and powers of local governments, 
including:

·         providing equitable and appropriate services for the 
community and ensuring efficient and effective management of 
services/ facil ities
·         to manage, improve and develop the resources of its district 
efficiently and effectively.

Building Act 1993 Victorian building policy

Building Regulations 2018 Victorian building regulations, including Essential Safety Measures

National Construction Code 2019 Australian code of building & plumbing practice
Relevant Australian Standards and 
Codes of Practice

Covers details for design and other standards and codes of practice

Disabil ity Discrimination Act 1992 
To ensure that persons with disabil ities have the same rights as the rest 
of the community

Environment Protection Act 1970 & 
2017

Framework for aspects such as noise, sustainabil ity, land fi l ls, septic 
tank systems, etc

Occupational Health & Safety Act 
2004

To provide a safe working environment

Occupational Health & Safety 
Regulations 2017

Health and safety in relation to workplaces, including hazards and 
activities

Occupational Health & Safety Codes 
of Practice

Codes of practice for health and safety

Heritage Act 1995 Protection of historic buildings, structures and precincts

Children’s Services Act 1996 Licensing and regulation of children’s services

Children’s Services Regulations 2020 Building requirements such as security, safety, hygiene, facilities, etc
All  other State and Federal Acts and 
Regulations :

For example Financial Management Act 1994, Victorian State Disabil ity 
Plan 2021-2025

Local Government Act 1989

Local Government Act 2020
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3.4 Customer and Technical Levels of Service 
Building service levels have been defined in two ways in this plan:  

1. Community Levels of Service - relate to how the community receives the service in terms of quality, function/ 
capacity, safety, and amenity of the facility/ service provided.  

2. Technical Levels of Service – deal with parameters such as condition, cost-effectiveness, statutory 
compliance, and security. These parameters support the community levels of service to ensure that minimum 
community levels of service are met.  

Council’s current levels of service are detailed in Table 3.4.1. 

Table 3.4.1 Building Levels of Service 

Key Performance 
Measure  

Level of Service  Performance Measure 
Process  

Performance Target  Current Performance 

     
Community Levels of Service 

Quality  Provide clean and 
serviceable facilities  

Customer requests  Less than 10 per 
month  

15 per month (2020 ) - 
estimate 

Function/ Capacity  Meet user 
requirements and 
available when 
needed  

Customer requests 
relating to user 
requirements and/or 
availability  

Less than 2 per month  2 per month (2020 
estimate only) 

Safety  Facilities are free from 
hazards, accessible to 
All groups  

Customer requests  
 
OH&S Proactive 
Inspections 
 
Reported accidents/ 
incidents 

< 10 pa  
 
Zero incidents pa 

2 pa (2020 estimate 
only) 
 
Zero reported 
incidents 

Cost Effectiveness Provide service in 
cost-effective manner  

Community Surveys 
 
Customer complaints 
to Council relating to 
cost  

Satisfaction increases 
 
Zero complaints pa 

57 (recreational 
facilities) 
 
Compliant with target 

Technical Levels of Service 

Condition  Provide timely 
maintenance 
 
 
 
Undertake valuation 
and condition 
assessment every 4 
years  

Outstanding defects  
from customer 
requests 
 
 
Assessments 
completed and 
outstanding defects 
logged  

Zero outstanding 
defect actions/ work 
orders 4 weeks after 
logging 
 
Assessments 
completed.  
Defect work orders  
issued within 2 weeks 
of logging  

Not measured 
 
 
 
 
Assessments 
completed. 
Outstanding defects 
logged with this 
process. 

Function/ 
Accessibility 

Provide access and 
services for all user 
groups  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Complete Council DDA 
building facility audit 
 
New or upgraded 
buildings to be DDA 
compliant  
 
 
 
 
 

Completion 2021 
 
 
100% of new or 
upgraded buildings 
reviewed/ approved 
to meet DDA 
requirements and 
universal accessibility 
principles. 
 

Regular reviews of 
DDA issues on existing 
/ heritage buildings 
 
 
New/ upgrades are 
reviewed Indigo 
Community Access 
Committee 
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Outstanding defects  
from customer 
requests 

Review and prioritise 
public access issues 

Not measured. 

Cost Effectiveness  Provide service in 
cost-effective manner  

Facility maintenance 
cost within budget $/ 
facility pa 

Meet budget 
expenditure  with 
100% planned 
maintenance 
completed – increase 
usage of service 
contracts for proactive 
maintenance 

2020-21 maintenance 
budget  minimally 
overspent. Capex for 
Buildings projects on 
budget. 

Safety  Provide safe suitable 
facilities free from 
hazards 

Outstanding defects  
from customer 
requests and/ or 
incidents 
 
 
Legislative Compliance 

- Essential 
Safety 
Measures 

- OH&S 

Zero incidents  
 

Zero outstanding 
defect actions/ work 
orders 2 weeks after 
logging 
 
Meet legislative 
requirements 

Isolated incidents 
2020. 
 
Audit showing 
improved compliance 
Essential Safety 
Measure compliance 
2020 – but 
improvements in 
compliance for 
community facilities 
required 

Table 3.4:  Customer Level of Service 

 

3.5 Desired Levels of Service 
Council has yet to fully quantify desired levels of service for buildings. This Building Asset Management Plan seeks to 
establish current and target service levels, and the costs associated with maintaining current service levels in order 
that the true cost of service delivery may be better understood by the community. This understanding will allow 
informed decision making by the community in balancing the levels and type of service delivery desired with 
sustainable financial management of the facilities providing these services.  

At present, indications of desired levels of service are obtained from various sources including the community 
satisfaction surveys, residents’ and community groups / facility tenants’ feedback to staff and Councillors, service 
requests and correspondence.  

Council determines levels of service for building facilities primarily through (1) community feedback and requests to 
the relevant building strategic manager and operational manager, and (2) liaison between the building’s operational 
and strategic managers (refer section 5.1.2 for a full definition of Strategic and Operational management as it relates 
to this plan). 

Council’s building strategic managers are responsible for communication and consultation with operational managers, 
user groups, committees of management, and occupiers of Council and community buildings. Issues affecting the 
function or levels of service of the building are to be resolved, prioritised or programmed for by the relevant building 
strategic manager within Council. This approach requires the community, strategic managers, operational managers 
and Council units to have a consultative and integrated communication process with all stakeholders. 

It is important to monitor the service levels provided regularly as these will change. The current performance is 
influenced by work efficiencies and technology, and customer priorities will change over time. Review and 
establishment of the agreed position which achieves the best balance between service, risk and cost is essential. 
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4. FUTURE DEMAND 

4.1 Demand Drivers 
 
Indigo Shire is situated in North East Victoria and covers a geographical area of 2,016km2. The Shire is predominantly 
rural and has a population of 16,490 (2018 estimate). The larger district population centres are Beechworth (3,862 
people), Rutherglen (2,385 people), Yackandandah (1,812 people), Chiltern (1,602 people), Wahgunyah (1,098 
people), Kiewa/ Tangambalanga (1018 people) and Barnawartha (904 people). 
 
Indigo Shire’s economy is based on farming (beef, sheep, dairy, fruit and viticulture), the processing of local primary 
produce, and the provision of services to people. The economy relies largely on its rural and tourism base and its 
regional association with Albury-Wodonga and Wangaratta. 
 
Factors affecting demand for bridge infrastructure include population number and distribution changes, changes in 
demographics, customer/ industry expectations, tourism type/ visitations, economic changes, residential and 
commercial/ industrial development, and increased/ new service demands. Significant demand factor trends and 
impacts on service delivery are summarised in Table 4.1.1. 

Table 4.1.1 Demand Factors - Projections and Impact on Services  

Demand 
Factor  

Present Position  Projection  Impact on Services 

Population  16,490 (2018) 17,331 (2023) 
(pop. growth approx. 1%) 

Increase in demand for all services 

Demographics  20.7 % over age 65 (2006)  27.1% over age 65 (2026) Improved Access to services required. 
Change in usage of child care/ kindergartens. 
Change in usage of recreation services  - less 
growth in active sport, greater growth in passive 
recreation. 

Customer/ 
Community 
Expectations 

Many heritage buildings 
and later period buildings 
with poor passive and 
active heating and cooling  

Increase in expected 
service level for building 
comfort 

Challenge to maintain level of service for building 
comfort of older facilities and buildings, while 
reducing energy usage costs and emissions. 

Tourism Visits 152,000 Visitor 
Information centre visits 
(2009) – an increase of 7% 
2006-2009  

199,000 Visitor 
Information centre visits 
(2021) – based on + 7% 
per 3 years 

Increased traffic to and through historic buildings 
and precincts may necessitate increased building 
amenity for visitors, and may result in higher 
maintenance costs. 

Environmental 
sustainability 

Total baseline emissions 
(2020) – 1,146 tCO2-e 

As per Emissions 
Reduction Plan - Identify 
emissions reduction 
opportunities in ISC-
owned facilities 

Implementation of the Emissions Reduction plan 
will identify and systematically deliver emissions 
reduction projects to improve building comfort 
while reducing emissions. 

Economics Poor to Moderate usage of 
Council buildings and 
moderate economic 
efficiency of community 
facilities 

Increased expectation to 
provide low cost facilities 
to community groups 

Pressure on operational budgets to pay for building 
renewal and maintenance for low or medium use 
facilities. 

 
Population growth in Indigo Shire is approximately 1% per annum with a figure of 1.0% provided by the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics for the year to June 2018. This is equivalent to the average growth for regional Victoria. In line 
with the relatively low population growth, general community demand for building facilities is relatively slow-moving 
across the Shire. In many cases, Indigo Shire’s facility capacity will exceed normal demand for many years to come. 
This is the result of: 

 Many Indigo townships and regional nodes having facilities that may have catered for higher demand in past 
years. 
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 The Shire having a significant number of duplicate facilities because of (1) a large number of townships and 
regional nodes, (2) these townships and nodes being often not far apart, and (3) facility development 
undertaken historically in isolation within pre-amalgamation Shire boundaries. 

 Significant investment in building renewal, upgrade and expansion projects, including projects completed 
with funding input by State and Federal Government.  

 
Historic Buildings are not usually subject to facility demand due to their nature and function. These buildings require 
conservation, maintenance and renewal in perpetuity, so they can remain a permanent part of Indigo's built 
environment.  
 

4.2 Changes in Technology 
It is anticipated that current technology trends will affect delivery of services from Council’s building assets in the 
areas outlined in Table 4.2.1. 
 
These technological factors need to be assessed in determining the scoping requirements for new buildings and 
building upgrade or replacement projects. It is also noted that for historical buildings, the loss of knowledge and 
experience in historic building conservation and preservation techniques presents a risk for Council in managing a 
nationally significant suite of historic buildings.  
 

Table 4.2.1 Technological Factors - Impact on Service Delivery  

Technological Factor Impact on Service Delivery 
Changes in efficiency and economic viability  of 
solar electricity, solar hot water services, water 
saving methods and water storage methods 

Buildings can increasingly incorporate sustainable 
energy and water saving measures in new and 
replacement projects.  

Increased efficiencies of low energy building 
design 

New building designs can incorporate energy 
efficient and sustainable practices. 

Changes in building methodology and longer life 
building materials and building rehabilitation 
techniques 

Buildings can be maintained and managed more 
cost effectively, with potentially longer useful 
life. 

4.3 Climate Change – Mitigation and Adaptation – Impact on Assets 
The impact of Climate Change will be particularly important in planning and delivering works in the Buildings and 
Facilities area of Council. As such Council’s Emissions Reduction Plan provides clear priorities to Council’s Assets and 
Property department to deliver emissions reduction while adapting to changing climate.  

Section 4.2 – Energy of the Council’s Emissions Reduction plan, is included as Appendix E. 

4.4 Demand Management Plan 
Demand management may be defined as the active intervention in the market to influence demand for services and 
assets with forecast consequences, usually to avoid capital expenditure. Demand management is based on the notion 
that as needs are satisfied expectations rise automatically and almost every action taken to satisfy demand will 
stimulate further demand. 

Demand management components include: 

 Operation – modification of access to an asset 

 Regulation – restriction on type of use of an asset 

 Incentives – influence the use of an asset 

 Education – promotion of alternatives. 
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It is planned that the demand for new services will be managed through a combination of modifying the operation 
methodology of existing assets, promoting alternatives to the use of Council building assets for service provision, and 
upgrading of existing assets to allow optimum usage. Council’s strategic building managers will be responsible for the 
on-going development of a close working relationship with the community in order to manage expectations and 
demand in a planned way.  Opportunities identified for demand management are shown in Table 4.3.1.  

Table 4.3.1 Demand Management Plan - Summary  

Impact on Service from Demand  Demand Management Plan 

1. Increased demand for all Services  
 

Encourage sharing and user group planning for optimum 
use of all facilities.  

2. Change in usage of recreation services  - less 
growth in active sport, greater growth in passive 
recreation 

Upgrade existing facilities to provide multiple-purpose use. 
Advocate transport options to alternate facilities where 
applicable. 

3. Change in usage of child care/ kindergartens, 
Maternal & Child Health Care  (increase in usage, 
high demand and low supply in some locations, 
low demand in other locations) 

Encourage use of alternate non-Council building assets to 
provide services. Engagement with service providers to 
optimise facility use. 

4. Improved Access to building services Upgrade existing building access over time and ensure new 
or upgraded buildings are DDA compliant. 

5.Increased building amenity Upgrade high use buildings by priority over time. 

6. Increased traffic through historic buildings Increase maintenance funding and improve building 
amenity by priority over time. 
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5. LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT PLAN 
The lifecycle management plan details how the Indigo Shire Council plans to manage and operate the assets at the 
agreed levels of service (defined in Section 3) while managing life cycle costs. 

5.1  Management and Ownership Structure  
5.1.1 Building Ownership  

A community building may be Council owned and/or managed or non-Council owned and/or managed. The facility 
owner is ultimately the manager of the facility and responsible for that facility’s: 

 strategic and operational management  
 level of service 
 risk management 
 lifecycle management, including upgrade and disposal 
 financial management. 

In relation to ownership: 
1. A non-Council owned community building is not listed as a Council asset and thus not included as part of 

Council’s financial depreciation reporting. Buildings on Crown Land where Council is the Committee of 
Management will be considered Council Owned Buildings for the purposes of Council’s financial reporting. 

2. Council does not manage facilities owned by others but may support these facilities in areas such as building 
maintenance, grant applications/ project management for building upgrades, and building asset insurance. 

 

5.1.2 Strategic and Operational Management 

A community building facility requires management by that facility’s owner. Community facilities are generally located 
on Council owned land or Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) owned land. Council 
manages its owned Shire facilities and may support the management of community facilities owned by others in the 
framework outlined below.  

The levels of management that work together to manage a Council owned building facility are: 

1. Strategic Management – a facility is managed strategically by the Council officer/ unit responsible for the 
function and service provision of that facility. For instance, Council’s Coordinator Community Development 
(Community & Economic Development unit) is responsible for the strategic management of the recreational 
buildings at Baarmutha Park Beechworth. At an upper strategic level, Council’s building assets as a whole are 
managed by the Assets area within Infrastructure Services unit. 

2. Operational Management – a facility is managed operationally by (1) committees of management/ 
community groups (e.g. the Coulston Park Committee of Management, Tangambalanga), (2) Council officers/ 
units (e.g. the Municipal Operations area of the Infrastructure Services unit manage Council depots), or (3) a 
facility leasee/ manager by agreement (e.g. the operator of a Council caravan park). 

Similarly, levels of management that work together to manage a non-Council owned community facility are: 

1. Strategic Management – a facility is managed strategically by the owner(s) of the facility who are responsible 
for the function and service provision of that facility. For instance, the Barnawartha Soldiers Memorial Hall 
has a community Committee of Management which as the hall owner are responsible for the strategic 
management of this hall. The strategic management function is normally supported by Council when 
requested by the owner(s). This Council support may be in the form of Council applications for grant funding 
to bodies such as Regional Development Victoria (RDV), and management of a building upgrade, for instance. 

2. Operational Management – a non-Council owned community facility is managed operationally by the party 
appointed by the facility owner and may be, for instance, a DELWP appointed committee of management. In 
most cases the facility owner is both the strategic and operational manager. The operational management 
may be supported by Council through building maintenance support grants. 

The general management responsibilities of Strategic Management and Operational Management are outlined in 
Table 5.1.2.1. 
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Table 5.1.2.1 Building Strategic Management and Operational Management Responsibilities 

Strategic Management Responsibility Operational Management Responsibility 

 Review facilities levels of service in conjunction 
with feedback from operational manager 

 Major building repairs, building alterations, 
upgrades, new facilities, disposal – liaise and 
undertake in conjunction with operational 
management  

 Facility Master Planning in conjunction with 
operational manager, user groups and the 
community 

 Review facilities level of service with user 
groups and liaise with strategic manager 

 Day-to-day running of facility including 
cleaning, bookings, services costs, and 
maintenance works 

 

 
Operational management responsibilities and the responsible party for operational management of various 
community facilities are further defined in Indigo Shire – Community Facility Support Guidelines –DRAFT which forms 
an appendix to this plan. Internally, the Asset Management Responsibilities –February 2019 detail internal 
responsibilities for various asset types at the different activity levels, of Asset Planning, Creation, Operation, 
Maintenance and Disposals. 
 
There are a number of Council Officers and units that are involved in building strategic management. One of the key 
roles of strategic management is the liaison with the facility’s operational management group. Council’s strategic 
building manager by building function is outlined in the document Asset Management Responsibilities –February 
2019. 

 
There is vital liaison required between (1) a facility’s user groups/ the community, (2) its operational manager, and (3) 
its strategic manager, in order to effectively manage a building’s useful and relevant service level provision to the 
community over the long term. The community is encouraged to be active participants in a building’s operational and 
strategic management and the key driver in providing services that are relevant and connected to its constituents. 
 

Council supports the operational management of a range of facilities through building maintenance support grants. 
Council provides support to community facilities under the Support Categories outlined in Table 5.1.3.1. 

Table 5.1.3.1 Community Facility Support Categories 

Category Description Examples

A
Council  Owned Facilities on Council Owned/ Managed land 

which are directly managed or occupied exclusively by 
Council

The Pines, Rutherglen Library, Public Toilets, 
Burke Museum, Swimming Pools 

B
Council Owned Community Facil ities on Council Owned or 

Managed Land under the control of an appointed Section 86 
Committee of Management

Beechworth Memorial Hall , Tangambalanga 
Coulston Park, Yackandandah Public Hall

C
Council  Owned Facil ities on Council  Owned or Managed Land 

(other than detailed in Category B) as detailed in a lease or 
occupation agreement

Rutherglen RSL, Rutherglen Kindergarten, 
Quercus Beechworth, Chiltern Pre-School

D
Council  Owned Facil ities on Council  Owned or Managed Land 
(other than detailed in Category B or C) as detailed in a lease 

for COMMERCIAL purposes

Beechworth Vet Hospital, Beechworth Goods 
Shed, Caravan Parks

E
Non - Council  Owned Community Facil ities on Crown Land 

under the control of an appointed DELWP Committee of 
Management

Wahgunyah Recreation Reserve, Barnawartha 
Recreation Reserve, Kergunyah Hall

F
Non - Council  Owned Community Facil ities not l isted in 
Categories A, B, C, D, E e.g. privately owned community 

facilities or facilities managed by a community committee

Barnawartha Soldiers Hall , Osbornes Flat 
Community Centre, Yackandandah Bowling 

Club  
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Community Facilities Support relate to Groups B, C, E and F.  

The key differences in these categories are:  

 Category A – Council owned and occupied 
 Category B, C & D occupy facilities where Council is the building owner (either as free-hold owner, or as 

Crown appointed Committee of Management),  and 
 Groups E & F occupy facilities that are not Council owned or managed and where Council has no authority 

over activities at these sites. 
 

A full description of each of the above categories and the extent of Council support is outlined in Indigo Shire Council’s 
Community Facility Support Guidelines – 2021 which is included as Appendix F. 

5.2 Background Data 
 

5.2.1 Physical parameters 

The assets covered by this Building Asset Management Plan are summarised in Table 5.2.1.1. 

Table 5.2.1.1 Building Asset Summary 

Building Function Description
All 

Buildings
Council 
Buildings

Beechworth Historic Precinct Buildings 10 10

Caravan Park Buildings 19 19

Community Halls/Community Centres/Senior Citizens 39 27

Council  Administration Buildings/ offices 4 4

Council  Depots and Operations Buildings 21 21

Kindergartens/ Preschools and Child Care Centres 7 7

Maternal and Child Health Care Centres 1 1
Museums and Athenaeums (includes historic 
buildings)

8 4

Other Buildings 11 11

Parks & Gardens structures - shade and shelter 25 25

Public Toilets and Amenities 35 26

Sporting and Recreational Pavilions/Buildings 64 21

Swimming Pool Buildings 28 27

Visitor Centres * 2 2

Waste Management Buildings 5 5

Youth Centres 1 1

TOTAL 280 211

Inventory

 
 
Indigo’s townships and regional communities all have long established community building infrastructure. Many of 
these older buildings (1850’s-1930) are constructed from brick or masonry and have high heritage value. Newer 
buildings (1950-2000) are normally of brick veneer construction with later buildings incorporating modern building 
techniques with a range of cladding materials. Many of Indigo’s older facilities are mid-way through their lifecycles. In 
the coming years, these facilities will require targeted resources directed into building renewal to ensure that they 
remain serviceable for the community’s needs. The Indigo Shire - Building Photographic Register is an internal 
document compiled in 2010 to gives a visual snapshot of Council’s building fabric. 
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Council’s current building stock is detailed on Council’s Conquest asset management system. Conquest is used as the 
fundamental database and includes applicable building asset details and fields. The database is used to generate 
building registers and reports for building valuations, condition assessments and asset registers. The Conquest asset 
management system has been used to generate the Building register associated with this plan. 

Council is currently implementing a new Asset Management System – Unity Manager, which will take over the above 
operations for Building assets from Conquest. 

For the purpose of all Asset Renewal evaluation, condition assessments and renewal demand and funding programs, 
only Council Owned / Managed buildings are considered. 

 

5.2.2 Asset Capacity/ Performance 

Council’s building assets generally have the capacity to meet or exceed current demand and defined levels of service. 
This is largely the result of historic service development within smaller pre-amalgamation Shire boundaries and 
Indigo’s steady population growth.  

The performance provided by Council’s older building assets do not always comply with current building standards 
and statutory legislation. Performance deficiencies typically relate to access compliance, essential safety measures, 
building egress, electrical standards, and energy efficiency.  

 

5.2.3 Asset Condition 

Periodic building condition assessments are critical in keeping a grasp on the condition of a facility’s various building 
elements. Council undertakes asset condition inspections on a 4 yearly basis to give a snap shot of the condition of 
each of the following building elements: 

 Building Structure  

 Roof external 

 Building Fitout 

 Mechanical items 

These building elements are scored on a 0 to 10 scale, with condition 0 representing a new asset element while 10 is 
an asset with no remaining life. This scale is in line with current condition rating practises, including Moloney 
modelling formats.  

Building condition assessments are carried out typically with the Building Valuation Project, and the information is 
stored in the Asset Management System.  

The asset condition information is used for (1) programming maintenance on building facilities, and for (2) input into 
the Moloneys software used to model Councils’ itemised renewal gap for all asset categories. 

Indigo Shire conducted its latest condition assessment of Council buildings and facilities in 2021.  

Figures 5.2.3.1-5 show the building condition profile for long-life structures, short-life structures, roof structure, 
mechanical services and building fitout pursuant to a building assessment snapshot undertaken in 2021.  
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Figure 5.2.3.1 Building Condition Profile by Value: Structure – Long Life 
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Figure 5.2.3.1 Building Condition Profile by Value: Structure – Short Life 
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Figure 5.2.3.1 Building Condition Profile by Value: Roof Structure 

 

Figure 5.2.3.1 Building Condition Profile by Value: Mechanical Services 
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Figure 5.2.3.1 Building Condition Profile by Value: Building Fitout 

 

 

5.2.4 Asset valuation 

Asset replacement value, insurance value and asset life are assessed by independent valuers every 4 years in 
accordance with depreciation and insurance requirements.  

This plan has been completed following the July 2021 Building Valuation and Condition Assessment Report, prepared 
by Marsh Pty Ltd. This information is reflected in relevant asset replacement values given in this plan. 

Assets were last re-valued in June 2021. The accounted value of Council’s building assets as of June 2021 is in Table 
5.2.4. 

Figure 5.2.4 Asset Valuation 
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Description  Replacement Cost  Fair Value

Heritage Council Owned  $                      32,770,700  $                      17,330,515 

Non-Heritage Council  Owned  $                      45,740,100  $                      27,715,886 

Total Council Owned  $                      78,510,800  $                      45,046,401 

Heritage Non-Council  Owned  $                         6,462,000  $                         3,536,583 

Non-Heritage Non-Council Owned  $                      21,440,700  $                      11,450,160 

Total All Buildings  $                    106,413,500  $                      60,033,144 
 

 

5.2.5 Historical data 

Historical financial information on building replacement cost, depreciated replacement cost, annual depreciation 
expense, capital works and operational expenditure can be found within Council’s annual reports and associated 
financial archives. 
 

5.3 Risk Management Plan 

5.3.1 Risk Assessment  

An assessment of risks associated with Council’s service delivery including risks associated with infrastructure assets 
has identified critical risks to Council. The risk assessment process identifies credible risks, the likelihood of the risk 
event occurring, the consequences should the event occur, develops a risk rating, evaluates the risk and develops a 
risk treatment plan for non-acceptable risks. 
 
Council’s Risk Register is currently under review. Relevant building related risks are summarised in Table 5.3.1.1. 
 
Table 5.3.1.1 Critical Building Risks and Treatment Plans  

Risk Description What can Happen  Risk Rating Risk Treatment Plan 

Inherent Residual 

Poor security of buildings  Asset loss or damage  High High Define building ownership 
and responsibilities 

Committees managing 
buildings  

Poor understanding and 
inappropriate actions, 
esp. in the area of OH&S  

High Significant Committee of management  
handbook to be reviewed, 
appropriate training 

Poor contractor 
management  

Contractors not managed 
in areas of insurance 
requirements, quality, 
licensing, etc 

Significant Significant Formulate and implement 
contractor policy and 
procedures 

Poor management of 
assets  

Structural damage, risk of 
failure, OH&S risks, 

High Significant Undertake condition 
assessments, meet legislative 
requirements, priority 
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funding for safety and 
renewal requirements, 
implement Essential Safety 
Measures 

Poor response to climate 
change 

Assets are poorly 
designed with future 
liabilities/ life cycle costs 

Significant Significant Undertake building 
construction in accord with 
principles of Environmental 
Strategy 

Poor contract budgeting 
process 

Inaccurate cost 
estimations leading to 
budget over-expenditure 

Significant Medium Consultant to undertake 
independent review of 
capital works costings and 
scope 

Lack of or inadequate 
insurance 

Financial loss from claims 
for under-insured or non-
insured buildings 

Low Low Undertake audits and 
reviews, implement audit 
recommendations 

 
Buildings, like other structures, have risks associated throughout their lifecycle. These include risks associated with 
initial construction, operation, maintenance works, building structural adequacy over time, and possible demolition 
works. A major tool for managing building risk is property and public liability insurances. Insurance companies, to a 
large extent, drive the way Councils manage the property loss and public liability risks associated with their buildings 
by conducting regular risk audits that score how well a Council manages its risk in these areas. The resulting audit 
score is then benchmarked against other Councils and used as a factor in determining insurance premium liabilities for 
coming year(s). 

5.3.2 Insurance  

Council insures its buildings for: 

1. Property Risk – includes arson, fire, theft, water and storm damage risks (2021 insurer is MAV Insurance - 
Municipal Assets Protection Plan - JMAPP) 

2. Public Liability Risk – includes areas such as operational risk to the public and Essential Safety Measures 
(2021 insurer is Mav Insurance 
 

Audits on Indigo Shire’s risk management procedures in the above areas are routinely undertaken by the insurers 
every two years with audit results impacting on insurance premiums paid by the Shire. Council’s Coordinator Risk has 
an overall responsibility for continuous improvement in Councils risk management procedures to enable audit results 
to improve over time. 

 
Building valuations for insurance and asset revaluation purposes are undertaken by an accredited building valuer on a 
3 yearly basis. The Building Construction Index or current building contract rates are used as a basis for indexing 
insurance values in-between building revaluations. 

 
Review of the building insurance register on an annual basis as required by insurers should not only aim to update the 
register with new or upgraded buildings, but also to review building ownership/ management to keep the register up 
to date. Council’s building insurance register does not include perceived low arson and storm damage risk structures 
such as public toilet blocks with Council carrying the insurance risk for these structures.  

 
Council insures many non-Council owned community facilities to manage the risk associated with a building that is 
critical to the community being destroyed and then not being able to be rebuilt. Moving forward, all buildings insured 
by Council must have processes put in place (for instance, Essential Safety Measures) to comply with relevant 
legislation and/ or risk mitigation measures required by the insurer.  

5.4 Maintenance Plan 
Routine maintenance is the regular on-going work that is necessary to keep assets operating, including instances 
where portions of the asset fail and need immediate repair to make the asset operational again.  
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5.4.1 Maintenance Plan  

Maintenance includes reactive, planned and cyclic maintenance work activities:  
 Reactive maintenance is unplanned repair work carried out in response to service requests and 

management/ supervisory directions, and often impacts on service, safety or corporate function of the 
building 

 Planned maintenance includes items that are found through routine inspections and general operation, and 
have high priority or impact, but pose no immediate threat to service, safety or corporate function  

 Cyclic maintenance is the service/ replacement of an asset’s components that is undertaken on a regular 
cycle, including items such as mechanical ventilation servicing, gutter cleaning, and repainting. 

 
Council is responsible for funding building maintenance on its owned buildings through its operational budget. The 
operational budget includes Building Asset Maintenance Grants which help community organisations maintain 
community buildings not owned and/or not managed by Council. Council's building maintenance funding has been 
brought under a single service plan area within the assets department.  
 
The strategic manager of a relevant building facility(s) will generally have a corresponding maintenance budget in that 
area and is the responsible manager for planning and recommending on-going budget maintenance funding 
requirements. The building's operational manager is the responsible party for managing, allocating and expending this 
maintenance funding.  

Council’s maintenance plan is shown in Table 5.4.1.1 following.  
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Table 5.4.1.1 Maintenance Plan  

Building Maintenance 
Process/ Item 

Maintenance Plan/ Strategy 

Reactive Maintenance 
Requests – logged on to 
Conquest asset works 
order system 

Request allocated the Buildings and Property Officer for review and action. 
Strategic manager to liaise with committee of management, operational 
manager and/ or Council’s building maintenance officer, as required to action 
request in a timely manner. 

Planned Maintenance – 
value < $5,000 

Planned maintenance identified by building strategic manager, operational 
manager, Buildings and Property Officer, the community, or during Council 
condition assessments, with works prioritisation by strategic manager within 
available operational budget or reallocation to relevant operational manager 
(committee of management (COM) or other). 

Planned Maintenance – 
value > $5,000 

Planned maintenance identified by building strategic manager, operational 
manager, Buildings and Property Officer, the community, and/ or during 
Council condition assessments, with prioritisation by strategic manager within 
capital works budget in accordance with the Capital Works Evaluation tool and 
capital renewal budgets. 

Cyclic Maintenance Council’s Buildings and Property Officer and/ or contractor to ensure cyclic 
maintenance is undertaken for critical building items (relevant to owned 
buildings only) and costed within available operational budget. Prioritisation is 
on creation of service contracts for critical cyclic maintenance activities across 
shire buildings (Air Conditioning/Mechanical Services, Gutter Cleaning, ESM, 
Electrical Compliance testing, pest treatment etc.) 

 
The maintenance management process for building maintenance across the various strategic management units is 
outlined in additional detail below: 

A key change since the previous Asset Management Plan is that all building maintenance for Council owned and 
managed buildings is coordinated through the Infrastructure Services – Assets department. Key cyclic maintenance 
activities are subject to service contracts to improve efficiency and reliability, and to ensure that all key assets are 
being services on a regular basis. Where management of the maintenance is disbursed throughout the organisation, 
different standards are applied, and based on performance audits, many critical tasks were being missed.  

Customer requests have been recorded on Council’s Conquest system in a consistent manner since 2010. Total 
building related requests recorded on the Conquest system have been approximately 40-50 for each of the last 5 
years. In light of this data, showing a consistent number of requests each year, there is no evident trend in reactive 
maintenance requests. Council’s general level of service has anecdotally increased in the past 5 years, as evidenced by 
consecutive increases in Building Cyclic Maintenance funding over the since 2017. Below shows the building 
maintenance requests since 2017 – it is noted that that 2020 was impacted by COVID-19 so many of the buildings 
were not occupied for much of the year – so the numbers do not show any significant trend.  

 

Calendar Year Building Maintenance Requests
2017 43
2018 37
2019 55
2020 20  

 
5.4.2 Standards and Specifications  

Maintenance work is carried out in accordance with the following standards and specifications:  
 Building Code of Australia 
 Australian Standards relevant to the works being undertaken  
 Manufacturer’s requirements for proprietary products. 
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The person(s) undertaking the works are to have appropriate insurance cover and be experienced and licensed as 
required for the type of works being undertaken. The use of any person(s) for works outside of these requirements, 
and/ or not working in accordance with relevant standards and work practices, would create significant risks for 
Council.  
 
5.4.3 Summary of Future Costs  

Council’s building maintenance and cleaning funding is separated into three main areas: 

1. Council operational budget allocations for maintenance to building strategic managers (approx. 
$614,000 in 2020-21). 

2. Support from Council to building committees of management and user groups with annual Asset 
Maintenance Support Grants (approx. $180,000 in 2020/21). 

3. Funding from operators/ leasees (applies to Caravan Parks only – approx. $38,000 in 2020-21). 
 
Allocations in these areas provide for maintenance works on Council owned and non-owned buildings, including 
buildings managed by Council and managed by others. 
 
Future maintenance costs have been forecast on the following basis: 

 The construction of the Chiltern Hub will result in a small increase to the value of building assets between 
June 2021 and 2023.  

 The Rutherglen Wine Centre / Visitor Information Centre has recently changed its operating structure so 
Council has taken on increased maintenance and operational costs for the building. Capital Costs are split 
50/50 with the part owners, Winemakers of Rutherglen. 

 Building Asset Maintenance Support Grants have remained unchanged in at $180,000 with an estimate of 
50% of the grant value spent on maintenance of Council owned/managed facilities. 

 Building Maintenance spending has been allocated directly to each facility since the 2019/20 financial year. 
This provides only two full years of maintenance expenditure history, so further analysis of building 
maintenance costs will be undertaken on an ongoing basis. The spending was also impacted by closers of 
many sites during the Codiv-19 Pandemic.  

 
Current maintenance and cleaning costs are shown in 2021 dollar values in Table 5.4.3.1 – sorted by facility type. It is 
anticipated that these costs will increase with CPI, except where, as identified above, additional new/upgrade facilities 
are constructed. Detailed history of costs is only available since 2019/20 as before this, many of the facilities 
maintenance costs were lumped together in a single cost centre.  
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Table 5.4.3.1 Maintenance and Cleaning Costs  

Asset Type
Annual Maintenance 
(2020/21 Actuals)

Beechworth Historic Precinct Buildings 4,260$                                  

Caravan Park Buildings 51,276$                                

Community Halls/Community Centres/Senior Citizens 69,900$                                

Council  Administration Buildings/ offices 168,290$                             

Council  Depots and Operations Buildings 47,830$                                

Kindergartens/ Preschools and Child Care Centres 23,573$                                

Maternal and Child Health Care Centres 10,352$                                

Museums and Athenaeums (includes historic buildings) 30,976$                                

Other Buildings 5,170$                                  

Parks & Gardens structures - shade and shelter -$                                      

Public Toilets and Amenities 184,038$                             

Sporting and Recreational Pavil ions/Buildings 25,568$                                

Swimming Pool Buildings 9,525$                                  

Visitor Centres * 44,375$                                

Waste Management Buildings 832$                                     

Youth Centres -$                                      

Total 675,965$                              

 Key increases will be the increased cleaning costs in line with current expected levels of service, and increase 
public toilet cleaning following the Covid-19 pandemic. 

 Increase initially in servicing costs through service contracts for key cyclic activities as proactive maintenance 
activities are carried out – it is expected that longer term maintenance savings and reliability of service will be 
the result of these contracts. 

 Key essential safety measures works have been carried out recently to bring facilities up to current standards, 
and maintaining compliance will see marginal increases in the forward budget estimate. 

 

5.5 Renewal/Replacement Plan 
 

Renewal expenditure is major work which does not increase the asset’s design capacity but restores, rehabilitates, 
replaces or renews an existing asset to its original capacity. Work over and above restoring an asset to original 
capacity is upgrade/ expansion or new works. With respect to renewal works, naturally in renewing an item, it will be 
replaced with the current materials or technology, which will inevitably lead to an increase in service levels. In these 
cases the works are still considered Renewal/Replacement Works. 

5.5.1 Renewal Plan 

Building assets or their components requiring renewal are identified from regular condition assessments, requests or 
proposals from building strategic managers, and the investigation of customer requests. Building asset condition 
assessments form the basis of the renewal expenditure forecasts within this Building Asset Management Plan. In 
2021, as part of the Building Valuation project, the property valuers were engaged to provide building condition 
ratings for the four key components of the building – Structure (long life or short life), Roofing, Mechanical Services & 
Fitout. The ratings for the condition assessment were specified based on Council’s Condition Assessment Manual, 
which ranks condition on a 0-10 scale.  
 
Council’s Manager Assets & Property and Buildings and Property Officer also carried out a Building condition 
assessment based on the Manual in 2020. The ratings given to all buildings were compared between the property 
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valuer’s assessment, and Council officer assessment (which takes into account maintenance requests, customer 
complaints and historical maintenance works carried out). Individual ratings for all buildings were averaged between 
the two ratings for the purpose of the renewal demand modelling. Where ratings varied by more than 2, each 
component was checked and an assessment made for the rating to be used.  
 
It was noted during the assessment that the condition ratings from the property valuer were generally significantly 
conservative. There were many buildings classified as severely deteriorated with limited serviceability, where Council 
has had no serviceability issues or maintenance issues. As a result, taking the average rating will ensure the modelled 
data is conservative, without being unrealistic. 
 
Council may support renewal of building elements for community buildings not owned or managed by Council through 
requests to the relevant Council strategic building manager. This process involves the facility's strategic manager/ 
owner contacting and liaising with Council's strategic manager responsible for that building's function within the Shire. 
Council's strategic manager will assist the facility's strategic manager/ owner in scoping the project, grant funding 
applications, and listing the project for the annual capital works budget process (if eligible). Typically, applications for 
project grant funding and the end delivery of adopted capital works (including renewal works) is the responsibility of 
Council's Infrastructure Services unit. In such cases, any expenditure is not considered to be Capital expenditure, and 
is expensed through the financial accounts. This expenditure also does not contribute to meeting Council’s renewal 
demand.  
 
The general renewal plan is to renew or replace assets when justified by (1) risk of failure, (2) poor asset performance, 
(3) economics in relation to replacement cost being more economic than continuous repair costs, or (4) efficiency of 
new technology or management practices. 
 
Renewal works are prioritised or programmed using the Capital Works Evaluation tool as part of the annual capital 
works budget process. 
 
Renewal works identified in accordance with the renewal strategy may be deferred if the cost is beyond the 
community’s ability to fund it. This may occur when higher priority works are required on other infrastructure assets, 
there are short term peaks in expenditure, or an inadequate revenue base exists. Deferred works are registered within 
the long term capital works program. 
 
Renewal works are normally funded within the capital works budget process by a combination of grant and Council 
funding, and are often encompassed as part of building upgrade project works.  

 

5.3.2 Renewal Standards  

Renewal work is carried out in accordance with the following standards and specifications:  
 Building Code of Australia 
 Australian Standards relevant to the works being undertaken, including Disability Discrimination Act 

Standards  
 Manufacturer’s requirements for proprietary products. 

 
The person(s) undertaking the works are to have appropriate insurance cover and be experienced and licensed as 
required for the type of works being undertaken. The use of any person(s) for works outside of these requirements, 
and/ or not working in accordance with relevant standards and work practices, would create significant risks for 
Council.  
 
5.5.3 Summary of Future Costs  

Future building renewal funding projections have been determined by using the Moloney Asset Management Systems 
modelling software. The model has been set up to forecast the future funding requirements of Council Controlled 
building assets as outlined under Building Register forming Appendix A to this plan. It’s noted that the modelling has 
been carried out only for buildings under Council’s Control. 
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The key target for the program is to maintain the level of assets beyond intervention at less than 5% in the long term, 
while forecasting an affordable capital works program. A key to achieving this will be to ensure renewal expenditure is 
well targeted and timely, and higher risk locations are given priority for proactive renewal projects that preserve more 
expensive, structural elements.  
 
The Moloney model: 

 is a network based model that examines the expected financial performance of the asset group 

 commences with the present condition distribution of an asset group as a model input 

 degrades the asset group over time in accordance with predetermined asset degradation curves. The 
degradation curves are based on long term monitoring of asset performance and technical assumptions. 

Proposed capital expenditure can then be input assuming constant or profiled future expenditure (Model 1), or by 
defining asset condition to provide forecasted capital expenditure to achieve this condition (Model 2). 

The adopted intervention level used in the Moloney model was ‘8’, indicating that the asset would be 80% into its 
useful life before renewal occurs. The model examines future funding requirements for building facilities by dividing 
them into four major components. These building components and the adopted useful life and valuation distributions 
used in the model are detailed in Table 5.5.3.1. 

Moloneys Asset Management System Model for Buildings does not distinguish between historic and not-historic 
buildings. Indigo Shire, in its financial valuations, considers that Historic Buildings have a longer useful life than non-
historic buildings. Indeed, some of the buildings have been in service for 160 years, with the structure in good 
condition and with a significant useful, serviceable life. This means that the structure – long life value of 115 years is 
considered conservative. 

 
Table 5.5.3.1 Modelling Components - Adopted Life and Valuation Distribution Used 

Building Component Type
Useful Life 
(years)

Valuation 
Distribution 
%

Stone / Masonry  Floor/ Structure
Stone / Masonry Walls 
Steel or solid roof frames
Concrete  Floor/ Structure

Masonry Walls 

Steel or solid roof frames

Timber floor

Timber/ Metal cladding 

Roof Cladding  Steel 60 5%

Air Conditioning

Heating units

Various – 

Kitchens, Bathrooms, Furniture, Fittings

100%

Building Fit Out 25 20%

Structure – Long Life 
(Heritage)  or 

300 65%

Structure – Short Life 70 65%

Mechanical Services 25 10%

Structure – Long Life  or 115 65%

 
Note: Historic Buildings are considered to have useful life of 300 years, but modelling, to be conservative, uses the 115 
year rate. It is reasonable to be conservative with this assumption as heritage buildings typically are more expensive 
when being renewed or when works are carried out, which balances with their longer useful life. 

 

Renewal funding requirements were modelled using Moloneys Asset Management System.  

Modelled building inventory includes Council owned buildings only (shown as ‘Council Owned Buildings’ in the 
Building Register forming Appendix A to this plan).  The output from the model is shown in Figure 5.5.3.1. Based on 
the renewal forecast identified in this Figure, the renewal demand requirement is predicted to increase significantly 
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over the next 10 years, before levelling out at approximately the Depreciation Rate. Renewal Expenditure will ramp up 
to meet this need, while still being affordable within the long term financial plan. 
 
Figure 5.5.3.2 shows the renewal requirement split by sub-assets shown in Table 5.5.3.1. It is evident from this graph 
that the primary costs and significant increase is in the area of Building Fitout, which will likely see Capital Works 
Programs on furniture, fittings, kitchens/bathrooms being a focus.  
 
Modelled outcomes are provided in 2021 dollar values. 
 
Renewal Demand includes Caravan Parks, but does not include Non-ISC Buildings or the 5 Pool Shell structures. 
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Figure 5.5.3.1– Modelled Renewal Funding Requirement and Proposed Expenditure 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5.3.2 Modelled Renewal Funding Requirement for Split by Sub-Asset Class 
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5.5.4 Management and Preservation Plan for Historic Sites 

A key focus for Council’s Building Renewal Plan will be on restoring and preserving the shire’s unique heritage 
buildings. As part of this plan, the following key actions will be undertaken to ensure authentic restoration and 
preservation will be carried out efficiently: 

 Priority Heritage Buildings will undergo specialist heritage building consultant inspections, detailing required 
works for preservation and for accurate interpretation of these historic buildings 

 Based on these condition reports, priority building works will be planned, with detailed specifications 
prepared to ensure that suitably qualified tradespeople are engaged for building renewal works on historic 
buildings 

 Council’s heritage advisor and local heritage building experts are engaged in specific work tasks, but also in 
longer term strategic plans 

 Technical training for Council Infrastructure staff is implemented to ensure the highest level of oversight on 
maintenance and project works as well as innovative approaches to ensure value for money. 

 Council to develop Conservation Management Plans for key historic assets over the coming 4 years. 

5.6 Creation/Acquisition/Upgrade Plan 
New works are those works that create a new asset that did not previously exist, or works which upgrade or improve 
an asset beyond its existing capacity or performance. These improvements may result from supply needs and changes 
in service provision or levels of service. Within the context of building facilities, these works are generally 
enlargement, reconfiguration, major refurbishment, or new facilities. 
 
5.6.1 Selection Criteria  

New assets and the upgrade/ expansion of existing assets are identified from various sources such as community and 
Councillor requests, proposals identified by strategic plans and strategic building managers, and partnerships with 
other organisations. 
  
Council is responsible for funding new facilities and facility upgrades for its owned buildings through its capital works 
budget process. The strategic manager of a building facility is the responsible party to undertake consultative master 
planning, scoping, concept planning, and business case formulation for new and upgraded facilities in conjunction 
with the facility's operational management, facility users and the community. New and upgrade works are prioritised 
or programmed using the 10 Year Capital Works Program, and the Service Plans for individual service areas. 
 
Council may also support the construction of new or upgraded community buildings which are not owned and/ or 
managed by Council through its capital works budget. This process involves the facility's strategic manager/ owner 
contacting and liaising with Council's strategic manager responsible for that building's function within the Shire. 
Council's strategic manager will assist the facility's strategic manager/ owner in scoping the project, grant funding 
applications, and listing the project as part of the annual capital works budget process (if eligible). Typically, assisting 
with applications for project grant funding and the end delivery of adopted capital works projects is the responsibility 
of Council's Infrastructure Services unit. 
 
An example of a new Council owned/ managed building facility is the Chiltern Childrens Hub facility. An example of a 
replacement and upgraded non-Council owned community facility is the Wahgunyah Recreation Reserve 
Multipurpose Courts. 
 
New and upgrade building projects are prioritised based within the various funding programs provided by the 10 Year 
Capital Works Program, using Council’s Capital Works Evaluation tool. Consideration is given to: 

1. Relevance to Council’s goals and community priorities 
2. Alignment to core business 
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3. Community need 
4. Anticipated benefits 
5. Environmental impacts 
6. ‘Whole of Life’ costs 
7. Impact on and relationship to existing services/ infrastructure 
8. Analysis of non-asset solutions 
9. Forecast utilisation rates 
10. Disability access 
11. Construction, materials and design standards 
12. Value for money. 

 
5.6.2 Standards and Specifications  

Standards and specifications for new assets and for upgrade/ expansion of existing assets are the same as those 
shown for renewal in Section 5.5.2.  
 
5.6.3 Summary of Future Costs  

The Capital Expenditure for Buildings (Renewal and New/Upgrade) between 2013 and 2021 was an average of 
$1,120,000 per annum. It’s noted that much of this cost is related to major projects such as the Yackandandah and 
Beechworth Office and Library Upgrades, and non-ISC facilities, such as the Wahgunyah Recreation Reserve, and the 
Barnawartha Recreation Reserve, which were all substantially Grant funded.  
 
The 10 year capital works program includes forward projections of costs from 2021/22 to 2031/32 within specific 
upgrade programs. The current program does not list specific projects at this time, but it is expected that there will be 
some major projects in the next 10 years, including replacement of swimming pool facilities and potential upgrades of 
Kinder/Childcare centres. Recreation / Active Indigo Plans are also provided with annual funding of an average of 
$137,000. This is used for directly funding recreation projects or as “seed” funding for grant applications.  
 
A 10 Year Building New and Upgrade Program – Draft is included as an appendix to this plan. 

5.7 Disposal Plan 
Disposal includes any activity associated with disposal of a decommissioned asset including sale, demolition or 
relocation. The disposal option requires careful consideration in service reviews and consideration of non-asset based 
service delivery. Rationalisation of assets in this way eliminates future life-cycle costs associated with building assets. 
 
The strategic building manager is responsible for investigating and actioning disposal strategies in consultation with 
the community 
 
At the time of endorsement of this plan, only one Building Asset has been identified for possible decommissioning and 
disposal – this is the Beechworth Baarmutha Park External Public Toilets. The timing for the public toilet replacement 
is contingent on the proposed Beechworth Tennis Club Facility being installed. 
 
There are some key strategies under development, including in the area of Early Years and Historic Precinct in 
Beechworth, which may result in some buildings being identified as being surplus to requirements, but at this stage no 
further asset disposal is anticipated.  
 
The condition ratings of many of the Depot / Storage Shed buildings are typically shown as reaching the end of their 
life, and a Public Toilet Review is being conducted in 2021/22 which will likely lead to the decommissioning of a 
number of public toilets. Specific Public Toilets that are functional, but provide a poor level of service will be identified 
and programmed for replacement in future years’ budgets. 
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6. FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
This section contains the financial requirements resulting from all the information presented in the previous sections 
of this asset management plan. The financial projections are based on the available information and are subject to 
continuous review. The financial projections will be improved as further information becomes available on desired 
levels of service and current and projected future asset performance. 
 

6.1 Financial Statements and Projections 
 

Council’s expenditure in the building renewal and new/ upgrade areas has been considerable over the last 2-3 years. 
This recent expenditure is not indicative of recent funding trends due to the significant and unusual Federal grants 
received in 2019-2021. These grants included the Federal funded Local Roads and Community Infrastructure Program 
and the Building Better Regions Funding Projects funding received for new and upgrade building projects such as the 
Beechworth Goods Shed and the Chiltern Childrens Hub. In the forward projections it is expected that a major 
new/upgrade project will be grant funded every 4-5 years, while minor new/upgrade buildings – new toilet blocks for 
example, will occur at around the same frequency.  
 
Council’s Current budget expenditure in the areas of building (1) maintenance, (2) renewal/ replacement, and (3) new 
and upgrade, is shown in Table 6.1.1. 
 
Table 6.1.1 Building Expenditure – 2020-21 
 

Total
(approximate Council 
budget expenditure)

2020-21 $634,000 $950,000 $377,000 $2,282,000

Budget Year Maintenance 
Renewal / Replacement 

(Ave. 2019-20 & 2020-21)
New/ Upgrade

(Ave. 2019-20 & 2020-21)

 
 
 
The financial projections incorporating future costs identified in Section 5.4 Routine Maintenance Plan, Section 5.5 
Renewal/ Replacement Plan, and Section 5.6 Creation Acquisition/ Upgrade Plan, are detailed in Table 6.1.2. 
  

 Table 6.1.2. Assumptions include: 
o Modelled building inventory includes all Council owned buildings  
o Upgrade and new works are regarded as discretionary and additional to the program except for the 

planned  
o Income or expenditure from asset disposal is not considered. 

 

Note that all costs are shown in 2021 dollar values. 
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Table 6.1.2 - Projected 20 Year Operating and Capital Expenditure – Council Owned Buildings 

Maintenance 
(includes Building 

Maint.. Support 
Grants)

2021-22 $675,965 $5,000 $603,000 $2,500,000 $3,783,965

2022-23 $682,724 $5,000 $665,908 $0 $1,353,632

2023-24 $689,552 $40,000 $750,000 $80,000 $1,559,552

2024-25 $696,447 $5,000 $850,000 $0 $1,551,447

2025-26 $703,412 $5,000 $950,000 $0 $1,658,412

2026-27 $710,446 $40,000 $1,050,000 $2,000,000 $3,800,446

2027-28 $717,550 $5,000 $1,150,000 $0 $1,872,550

2028-29 $724,726 $5,000 $1,250,000 $0 $1,979,726

2029-30 $731,973 $40,000 $1,325,000 $100,000 $2,196,973

2030-31 $739,293 $5,000 $1,404,500 $0 $2,148,793

2031-32 $746,686 $5,000 $1,488,770 $0 $2,240,456

2032-33 $754,152 $40,000 $1,488,770 $0 $2,282,922

2033-34 $761,694 $5,000 $1,440,551 $1,500,000 $3,707,245

2034-35 $769,311 $5,000 $1,400,683 $0 $2,174,994

2035-36 $777,004 $40,000 $1,370,747 $0 $2,187,751

2036-27 $784,774 $5,000 $1,352,655 $120,000 $2,262,429

2037-38 $792,622 $5,000 $1,347,159 $0 $2,144,781

2038-39 $800,548 $40,000 $1,353,954 $0 $2,194,502

2039-40 $808,554 $5,000 $1,371,818 $0 $2,185,372

2040-41 $816,639 $5,000 $1,398,785 $0 $2,220,424

$45,506,372

$2,275,319

Totals

Total

Per Annum Average

Budget Year
Asset Revaluations/ 

Condition 
Assessments

Renewal Upgrade & New

 
6.1.1 Life Cycle Costs  

Life cycle costs (or ‘whole of life’ costs) are the average annual costs that are required to sustain the levels of service 
provided over the asset’s life. The 2021-22 life cycle costs are an addition of maintenance costs of $675,965, plus asset 
consumption (depreciation) expense of $2,153,816. By adding these values, the annual average life cycle cost for the 
services covered in this Building Asset Management Plan are approximately $ 2,829,780. 
 
Life Cycle Expenditure is defined as what Council will spend on maintenance and renewal in the budget projections. 
Under Council’s current budget settings, the life cycle expenditure is an average of $2,275,319 as per Table 6.1.2. 
 
A gap between life cycle costs and life cycle expenditure gives an indication as to whether present consumers are 
paying their share of assets they consume. The purpose of this plan is to develop asset management strategies to 
provide current service levels in a sustainable manner. 
 
The life cycle gap for buildings in the analysis above is $2,829,780 - $2,275,319 = $554,461 per annum. It should be 
noted that the life cycle gap is the average gap over the life of the asset and differs from the renewal gap which is the 
profiled gap for each year and dependent on condition and the degradation curve of the asset.  
 
The life cycle sustainability index is life cycle expenditure/ life cycle cost = $2,275,319 / $2,829,780 = 80%. It is noted 
that this sustainability index has not altered since the 2011 Buildings Asset Management Plan.  
 
This indicates that the life cycle of building assets was 80% sustainable in 2009-10, with spending needing to increase 
by 25% to achieve sustainability. Annual depreciation across 200+ buildings does not necessarily mean that the annual 
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renewal expenditure will always meet depreciation. In practical terms, capital works projects are generally meeting 
the immediate renewal needs for Council’s buildings to maintain existing service levels.  

6.2 Funding Strategy 
Sources for funding expenditure on buildings and community facilities include: 

 Council rate revenue 
 Federal Government funding (e.g. Local Roads Community Infrastructure Program, Building Better Regions 

Fund (BBRF))  
 State Government grants (Regional Infrastructure Development Fund) 
 Community Groups 
 The community user group of the facility 
 Kindergartens – State grants and kindergarten fund raising committees 
 Rent and other user charges. Commercial returns sufficient to cover long term capital costs. 
 Donations. 

 
In general Council has the following priorities with respect to expenditure on building assets: 

1. Maintain existing buildings in a functional, reasonable, and safe condition. These activities include asset 
maintenance and asset renewal 

2. Upgrade of existing assets to meet service demands. 
 
The funding strategy to achieve the above priorities is to be confirmed and detailed in the Council’s 10 year long term 
financial plan. The funding required in the building assets area requires assessment within the global context of all of 
Council’s assets and community service delivery requirements as part of the formulation of the long term financial 
plan.  
 
What this Building Asset Management Plan does indicate is:  

1. The need for significant annual committed Council funding in the building maintenance and renewal areas.  

2. The good/ relative new condition of a significant number of high value Council buildings, and poor condition 
of medium-value, non-historic buildings. This element gives a renewal profile where short term (0-5 years) 
renewal requirements is increasing compared with a more level requirement in the medium term (6-15 
years) – as shown in figure 5.5.3.2. 

 
The proposed funding strategy is shown in figure 5.5.3.1 – which increases Capital Funding for Buildings to a steady 
annual amount of $1.35m after 15-20 years, after a peak of 1.48m in year 10. 

 
This will ensure Council is not overfunding its building renewal requirements, but will have the required budget to 
maintain the current level of service, within strict financial restrictions of Rate capping.  
 
There are any number of options that may be modelled to enable building asset renewal funding requirements to be 
controlled or profiled in accordance with desired outcomes. The overall requirements in this area will be reviewed in a 
Council wide/ global context as part of formulating the long term financial plan. 

The expenditure proposed by this plan will allow Council to carry out necessary renewal works, in an affordable way, 
with the result that assets beyond the theoretical intervention level remains steady at 5%. This is shown in figure 
5.5.3.1. 

The renewal gap is shown in figure 6.2.1 where there is a modest renewal gap for the first 12 years, before dropping 
to zero for the next 8 years. For perspective, in 2027 at its peak, the annual renewal gap is 0.6% of the total asset 
value, so these figures are not material. 
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Figure 6.2.1 Modelled Renewal Funding Gap 

 
 

6.3 Valuation Forecasts 
As part of the annual accounts and reporting process Council is required to declare the value of its asset base. This 
includes Council’s owned building facilities. Council’s total building facility base (owned and non-owned) is assessed 
on a 3 yearly interval for replacement value, depreciated replacement value (replacement value less accumulated 
depreciation) and insurance value by an independent valuer. Values are ascertained between valuations by using 
construction index values with the addition of new capital building works ‘at cost’ to the accounts.  

Asset replacement values and depreciation values are forecast to increase in line with (1) any additional assets being 
added to the Council owned asset stock, and (2) increase in construction indices. For the purposes of this forecast it 
has been assumed that the construction index will remain at CPI, and new/upgraded Council owned buildings are 
forecast, as per table 6.1.2 above. Depreciation is based on the annual depreciation rate in the 2021 Buildings 
Valuation Report of 2.7%. It’s noted that this valuation report allows for a net 37 year building life – which is 
significantly shorter than our practical experience, and financial modelling indicates. So the depreciation calculation is 
considered overly conservative. 

The values forecast in this section relate to Council owned buildings only and are shown in 2021 dollar values. 
Forecast values are shown in Table 6.3.1.  
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Table 6.3.1 Projected 20 Year Replacement Cost and Depreciation Cost 

Budget Year Replacement Cost
New Building Works – Council 
Owned

Depreciation Cost at 2.7%

2021-22  $                             78,710,380  $                                2,500,000  $                                2,153,816 

2022-23  $                             81,210,380  $                                               -    $                                2,192,680 

2023-24  $                             81,210,380  $                                     80,000  $                                2,192,680 

2024-25  $                             81,290,380  $                                               -    $                                2,194,840 

2025-26  $                             81,290,380  $                                               -    $                                2,194,840 

2026-27  $                             81,290,380  $                                2,000,000  $                                2,194,840 

2027-28  $                             83,290,380  $                                               -    $                                2,248,840 

2028-29  $                             83,290,380  $                                               -    $                                2,248,840 

2029-30  $                             83,290,380  $                                   100,000  $                                2,248,840 

2030-31  $                             83,390,380  $                                               -    $                                2,251,540 

2031-32  $                             83,390,380  $                                               -    $                                2,251,540 

2032-33  $                             83,390,380  $                                               -    $                                2,251,540 

2033-34  $                             83,390,380  $                                1,500,000  $                                2,251,540 

2034-35  $                             84,890,380  $                                               -    $                                2,292,040 

2035-36  $                             84,890,380  $                                               -    $                                2,292,040 

2036-27  $                             84,890,380  $                                   120,000  $                                2,292,040 

2037-38  $                             85,010,380  $                                               -    $                                2,295,280 

2038-39  $                             85,010,380  $                                               -    $                                2,295,280 

2039-40  $                             85,010,380  $                                               -    $                                2,295,280 

2040-41  $                             85,010,380  $                                               -    $                                2,295,280  

 

A key item in the improvement plan for this Building Asset Management Plan is an annual review of Council’s building 
depreciation inventory. This review is required to provide consistency in depreciation principles and methodology 
between the finance and assets units. 

6.4 Key Assumptions Made in Financial Forecasts 
This section details the key assumptions made in presenting the information contained in this asset management plan 
and in preparing forecasts of required operating and capital expenditure, asset values and depreciation expense. It is 
presented to enable readers to gain an understanding of the levels of confidence in the data behind the financial 
forecasts.  

Key assumptions made in this Building Asset Management Plan are:  

 Current levels of service remain unchanged in the forecast period 

 Unit rates, building valuations, asset life, and asset component valuation split are reflective of average 
construction parameters in these areas 

 Assets degrade at a rate consistent with the Moloneys model degradation curves 

 All dollar figures given are based on 2021 values with no adjustment for building price indices  

 Financial data obtained is accurate 

 Information is based on current knowledge 

 This is the current position of asset management in Indigo Shire and represents the starting point of the 
building asset management journey. 
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6.5 Forecast Reliability and Confidence 
The expenditure and valuations projections in this AM Plan are based on best available data.  Currency and accuracy 
of data is critical to effective asset and financial management.  Data confidence is classified on a 5 level scale1 in 
accordance with Table 6.5. 

Table 6.5:  Data Confidence Grading System 

Confidence 
Grade 

Description 

A  Highly reliable Data based on sound records, procedures, investigations and analysis, documented properly and 
agreed as the best method of assessment. Dataset is complete and estimated to be accurate ± 2% 

B  Reliable Data based on sound records, procedures, investigations and analysis, documented properly but 
has minor shortcomings, for example some of the data is old, some documentation is missing 
and/or reliance is placed on unconfirmed reports or some extrapolation.  Dataset is complete and 
estimated to be accurate ± 10% 

C  Uncertain Data based on sound records, procedures, investigations and analysis which is incomplete or 
unsupported, or extrapolated from a limited sample for which grade A or B data are available.  
Dataset is substantially complete but up to 50% is extrapolated data and accuracy estimated ± 
25% 

D  Very Uncertain Data is based on unconfirmed verbal reports and/or cursory inspections and analysis.  Dataset 
may not be fully complete and most data is estimated or extrapolated.  Accuracy ± 40% 

E  Unknown None or very little data held. 

 

The estimated confidence level for and reliability of data used in this AM Plan is considered to be B - Reliable 

                                                                 
1 IPWEA, 2015, IIMM, Table 2.4.6, p 2|71. 
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7. ASSET MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 
This section outlines the information available on assets, the information systems used, and the processes used to 
make decisions on how the assets will be managed.  

7.1 Accounting/ Financial Systems  
The accounting and financial systems currently used at Indigo Shire are: 

 MAGIQ software – for budget formulation, budget forecasting and control, accounting and cash flow 
monitoring, to feed financials into the annual report and financial audit purposes 

 Lynx and Axis One software – for rating management and collection, processing of accounts for debtors and 
creditors 

 Moloneys Modelling software – for modelling of required long term funding to meet renewal demand from 
the assets. 

A major project in 2020/21 will replace the Magiq and Lynx software, and the new systems will incorporate the above 
requirements. Responsibilities for the outputs from the financial accounting system and compliance with the 
Australian accounting standards, regulations and guidelines resides with the Manager Finance. 

The Moloneys Modelling is used in the formulation of asset management plans, required annual modelling for state 
wide MAV benchmarking, and input into the MAV Sustainability program. Inputs into the modelling software are the 
responsibility of the Manager Assets & Property. 

The capitalisation threshold for bridges is $5,000. Bridge maintenance expenses are allocated within the annual 
operational budget, with bridge renewal and new works allocated within the annual capital works budget. 

Indigo’s Asset Management Strategy V2.0 2019 includes a review of asset financial reporting processes (such as 
depreciation calculations, unit rates and asset acquisition and disposal) as part of an asset management improvement 
plan to December 2022. There are no direct changes in current accounting and modelling systems required as a 
consequence of this plan. 

7.2 Asset Management Systems  
Note: As at May 2021, Council has purchased a new Asset Management System – Unity (Asset Finda). This system 
aims to replace the existing Asset Management Systems, Moloneys, Conquest and Asset Asyst, which have been in 
place for many years at Council. The functionality of the existing systems will be maintained through the new Asset 
System, but there will be a single software package to carry out all asset management functions, rather than 
numerous systems. This will be implemented over the course of 2021. At the time of writing this plan, this new system 
has not yet been implemented. 

The Moloneys Asset Management System (MAMS) bridge asset register is the database containing key data on all 
Council’s bridge assets. The register contains details on location, description, dimensions, condition, construction 
date, estimated end of life, component elements and condition, replacement cost, and written down value. The 
Moloneys Asset Management System has the ability for full integration into IntraMaps, Council’s Geographical 
Information System (GIS). All Council bridges have been mapped on IntraMaps. 

Data in the bridge asset register is updated periodically as asset inspections are completed. Inspections to update the 
bridge asset register were undertaken in 2015 and in 2018. The current data set in the Moloneys Asset Management 
System is considered to be of good quality and reliability, with a full review and update completed in 2018 prior to the 
formulation of this plan. The next proposed Level 2 Condition assessments are planned for 2022/23. 

The bridge asset register provides the means of recording recommended works to bridge components following 
inspections. Works can be prioritized according to an assessment rating. Bridge overall condition is also rated, based 
on a weighted average of the condition ratings for individual components. This provides Council with the means of 
prioritizing larger scale renewal and upgrade works. 

The Conquest asset management system used by Council includes a customer request and works order system which 
is used to manage all the planned and reactive maintenance on bridge assets and produce reports to confirm that 
works and requests have been actioned. Customer requests from the Merit customer service system feed into the 
Conquest system to allow all bridge related requests to be logged, actioned using work orders, and monitored.  
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Indigo’s Asset Management Strategy V2.0 Dec 2019 contains an asset management improvement plan with a target 
completion date of December 2020, that will: 

 Review asset management data systems and integration with finance systems 

 Provide asset management systems with function to generate maintenance and renewal programs together 
with cash flow forecasts; 

 Implement, refine and maintain asset data with integration into Council’s Geographic Information System 
(GIS), or mapping, system; 

 Develop methodologies for asset condition surveys/defects, to provide basis for seeking funding in the 
budgeting process; 

 Develop a formal process for asset handover and recording of new asset data. 

There are no direct changes in current asset management systems required as a consequence of this plan. 

 

7.3 Information Flow Requirements and Processes  
The key information flows into this asset management plan are:  

 Asset management system data, including physical parameters, condition, ownership, value and heritage 
content; 

 Building replacement values/ cost, including unit rates for categories of work/ material;  
 Documented service levels;  
 Projections of various factors affecting future demand for services;  
 Maintenance and renewal projections and modelling;  
 Council strategies and data that impact on provision of new or upgraded assets.  
 

The key information flows from this asset management plan are: 
  

 Definition of ‘Who manages what’ and the responsibilities of strategic and operational management of 
buildings  

 Definition of the community’s key role/ input in balancing the services and service levels provided by 
buildings with available resources; 

 Forecast/ modelled medium and long term expenditure requirements for asset maintenance, renewal and 
new assets; 

 The basis for expenditure decisions, including asset hierarchy, the Capital Works Evaluation tool, renewal and 
maintenance requirements for the current asset portfolio, non-asset based service alternatives, and 
ownership. 

 
These outputs will help define ‘how Council does business’ in the building asset management area, and provide input 
into the Long Term Financial Plan, annual budgets and Council unit plans and budgets. 

Council’s decision making process is outlined by the following: 

1. A building’s strategic manager consults with the community to document the case for non-asset 
based service delivery, asset acquisition or disposal, upgraded or new assets, increased maintenance 
funding, capital works renewal funding, or other service strategy. 

2. The strategic manager is responsible for presenting the documented proposal as part of the annual 
operational and capital works budget process. 

3. Council to consider available funding and modelled asset life cycle costs, with renewal projects 
taking precedence over funding new assets. Works projects to be prioritised in accord with Council’s 
Asset Management Policy and Capital Works Evaluation tool. 

4. Changes in asset base resulting from adopted projects to be fed into the asset management system 
as required in keeping a current data base. 
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7.4 Standards and Guidelines  
The following asset management policies, procedures and references were used in the preparation of this plan: 

 
 IPWEA, 2006, ‘International Infrastructure Management Manual’, Institute of Public Works Engineering 

Australia, Sydney 
 IPWEA, 2009, ‘Building Condition & Performance Assessment Guidelines: Practice Note 3 Buildings’, Institute 

of Public Works Engineering Australia – NAMS.AU 
 MAV, 2010, ‘National Asset Management Assessment Framework’ 
 Indigo Shire Asset Management Policy (V2.0 2017) 
 Indigo Shire Asset Management Strategy (V2.0 2019). 
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8. PLAN IMPROVEMENT AND MONITORING 

8.1 State of Assets Reporting  
An annual State of the Assets Report will be prepared for Executive and Council review in preparation for the annual 
budget development cycle. The purpose of the State of the Assets report is to present to the Council and Community 
the high-level picture of Council’s assets, their condition, value and renewal demand. This will provide legitimacy and 
support for renewal funding budgets prior to adopting Long Term Financial Plans, 10 Year Capital Renewal Plans and 
annual Capital Budgets. 

The State of the Assets Report will also present Asset Management System progress, including development of 
updated Plans, Policies, Strategies and carrying out of Cyclic Condition Assessment work. 

 

8.2 Improvement Plan 
The building asset management improvement plan generated from this document is shown in Table 8.2.1. 

Table 8.2.1 Improvement Plan  

Task 
No  

Task  Responsibility Resource 
Required  

Timeline 

1  Continuously improve accuracy of building data  Mgr Assets & Property Staff time  Ongoing 
2  Review Council’s building depreciation inventory Mgr Finance, Mgr Assets & 

Property 
Staff time ($2,000 
est.) 

Feb 2022 

3 Communication and acceptance of the roles and 
responsibilities of the community , a facility’s 
strategic manger and a facility’s operational 
manager 

All strategic building/ 
service managers & 
operational building 
managers, with 
community 
communication 

Staff time 
($5,000 est.)  

Ongoing 

4 Investigate alternative to Council ownership of 
buildings where appropriate  

All strategic building/ 
service managers  

Staff time – part 
of consultation 
process 

Ongoing 

5 Review service plans and resultant levels of service 
with the community 

All strategic building/ 
service managers 

Staff time – part 
of consultation 
process 

Ongoing 

6 Review Essential Safety Measures (ESM) costs & 
build into future budgets 

Mgr Assets & Property Staff time  
($5,000 est.) 

June 2022 

7 Review Community Facility Support Guidelines and 
Grants associated with Building Maintenance / 
Management 

Mgr Community 
Development 
 
Mgr Assets & Property 

Staff time  
($5,000 est) 

October 
2021 

8 Engage building restoration consultant to provide 
report on maintenance and renewal programs for 
all of Council’s historic buildings 

Mgr Assets & Property  $10,000 est.every 
3 years 

Ongoing 
 

9 Review maintenance & ESM obligations of 
Community Asset Committees & associated 
committee funding arrangements 

Mgr Community & 
Economic Development 
Mgr Assets & Property 

Staff time  
($10,000 est.) 

2021-22 

10 Validate building maintenance & renewal needs & 
budget appropriately 

All strategic building/ 
service managers 
Mgr Assets  

Staff time – part 
of budget process 

October – 
December 
2021 
Ongoing 

11 Review forward programs for building renewal, 
new & upgrade, & rationalisation/ disposal 

All strategic building/ 
service managers  
Mgr Assets  

Staff time – part 
of budget process  

Yearly 

12 Review demand management to identify and cater 
for increased demand in any applicable areas 

All strategic building/ 
service managers 

Staff time – part 
of asset 
management 

Ongoing 
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plan review 
process 

 

8.3 Monitoring and Review Procedures 
The Building Asset Management Plan is a living document which is integral to Council’s asset management activities. 
To ensure the plan remains useful and relevant the following ongoing process of monitoring and review activities are 
proposed to be undertaken: 

 review contents of the plan annually and incorporate new knowledge, including any changes in service levels 
and/ or resources available to provide those services, during annual budget preparation and decision process 

 revision and updating of the plan on a four yearly basis with this review to occur within 2 years of each 
Council election, and to be coordinated with the periodic revaluation of the Buildings and Land Assets. 

 

8.4 Performance Measures 
The effectiveness of the Building Asset Management Plan can be measured in the following ways:  

1. The degree to which the required renewal funding or funding strategies identified in this asset management 
plan are incorporated into Council’s long term financial plan and Strategic 2030 Plan 

2. The degree to which proposed works programs, budgets, and organisational structures take into account the 
‘global’ building works program and trends provided by this asset management plan 

3. Achieving the target levels of service identified in the plan. 
 
These performance measures may be reviewed at any time and will be periodically reviewed as part of the revision 
process of the plan. 
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Appendix A Projected 10-year Capital Renewal and Replacement Works Program  
A Draft Building Capital Works Program is currently being prepared. Given the lack of detailed building condition reporting (with the exception of Historic Buildings) the draft is considered a reference only for the Asset Management Plan and not a specific works 
program. 

      Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 

Building Name Locality Renewal Type 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31 

Public Toilet Renewals Shire-Wide 
Implementation of standardised fittings and cisterns. 
Refurbishment, painting and floor sealing  

              
80,000  

         
90,000  

       
150,000  

         
40,000  

       
110,000  

           
120,000  

           
120,000  

              
80,000  

              
30,000  

              
30,000  

Air Conditioning / Heating system 
Renewal Shire-Wide 

Based on priorites from the Service Contract Report - 
Across all buildings (Includes component for 
design/planning) 

              
85,000  

         
70,000  

         
60,000  

         
50,000  

         
50,000  

              
60,000  

         
60,000  

              
65,000  

              
65,000  

              
65,000  

Asbestos Removal or Rectification 
works 

Shire-Wide Based on 5-yearly assessment in 2021/22 - priority 
repair or rectification works 

           
40,000  

                      
40,000  

      

Priority Facility Painting / Fitout 
Works 

Shire-Wide 
Priority repainting and fitout renewal in Council 

owned Facilities 
  

         
70,060  

         
60,000  

         
60,000  

         
70,000  

              
80,000  

              
90,000  

          
100,000  

           
100,000  

           
100,000  

Roofing Works Shire-Wide Priority Roofing renewals in Council owned Facilities   
         

45,000  
         

40,000  
         

45,000  
         

50,000  
              

50,000  
              

50,000  
           

100,000  
           

120,000  
              

45,000  

Kitchen / Bathroom Refurbishment Shire-Wide 
Priority Upgrades to Kitchens and Bathrooms in 

Council owned Facilities 
    

         
47,811  

       
100,000  

  
           

120,000  
           

120,000  
  

        
60,000  

              
60,000  

Chiltern Depot Toilet Block Chiltern 
Replacement (incl Asbestos Removal), and 

refurbishment / fitout renewal within Main Depot 
building 

              
50,000  

                  

Beechworth 
Kindergarten/Childcare 

Beechworth 
External Painting and roofing preservation 

works/sealing  - rainwater tank , underground system 
renewals  

              
35,000  

                  

Transfer Station Monitoring Bores Shire-Wide New Groundwater test boreholes at Transfer Stations 
         

70,000  
                  

Rutherglen Senior Citizens Club 
Room 

Rutherglen New kitchen and associated works 
              

69,000  
                  

Beechworth office voltage 
optimisation  

Beechworth 
Install AVO (Automatic voltage optimiser) to the main 

switchboard of the Beechworth “Pines” office to 
control voltage which will reduce power consumption 

              
40,000  

                  

Council Office Accommodation and 
Storage Solution investigation and 
design 

Shire-Wide 
Review of Council Office and Accommodation & 
storage spaces and solutions, including detailed 

design and budget estimates 

              
20,000  

                  

Yackandandah Office - Lower level 
storage 

Yackandandah 
Provide lining and fitout for downstairs at 

Yackandandah Office to improve storage and office 
space, include lighting and external cladding 

              
70,000  

                  

Yackandandah Caravan Park Camp 
Kitchen Yackandandah Camp Kitchen Fitout Renewal (Dependent on Lease)       

         
30,000              
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      Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 

Building Name Locality Renewal Type 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/31 

Historic Buildings - Structural / 
Buildling Inspections and 
Specification 

Shire-Wide 
Carry out specialist inspection and report. Planning 

for future Capex 
  

         
35,000  

  
         

20,000  
    

              
25,000  

    
              

25,000  

Rutherglen Preschool Building Rutherglen 
Replace shade sail with roofed structure at walkway - 

design and construct 
  

         
50,000  

                

Yackandandah Swimming Pool 
Complex 

Yackandandah Roofing refurbishment and renewal     
         

40,000  
              

Yackandandah Pre-School Centre Yackandandah 
Internal and External renewal (MCH space, external 

lighting, and associated renewals 
    

         
25,000  

              

Keys and Security System Renewal 
& Compliance 

Shire-Wide 
Replace existing, non-compliant master key system 

and building access security systems - all shire 
buildings 

  
       

130,000  
       

100,000  
              

Yackandandah Depot - Main Shed Yackandandah 
Complete renewal of front roller doors for OH&S & 

Structural Integrity 
  

         
65,000  

                

Beechworth Baarmutha Park Toilet 
Block 

Beechworth Replacement of External Toilet Blocks            
150,000  

              

Beechworth Lake Sambell Toilet 
Block (Caravan Park) 

Beechworth 
Replacement of External Toilet Blocks 

(Dependent on Lease) 
      

       
130,000  

            

Beechworth Senior Citizens 
Croquet Shed 

Beechworth Replace storage shed           
              

20,000  
        

Chiltern Lake Anderson Reserve 
Toilet Block 

Chiltern Replacemement/Major Refurbishment of Toilet Block                  
80,000  

          

Gundowring Tennis Club 
Clubrooms & Toilet Block 

Gundowring Refurbishment / Painting & Fitout renewal       
         

70,000  
            

Rutherglen Water Tower (Wine 
Bottle) Rutherglen 

Structural Assessment and historic restoration works 
/ lighting / interpretation works     

         
20,000    

         
60,000            

Tangambalanga Coulston Park 
Bowling Club Building  Old 

Tangambalanga 
Fitout assessment and works as required - painting, 

flooring and fixtures 
                    

Yackandandah Stone Bridge/Skate 
Park Log Hut 

Yackandandah 
Assessment and refurbishment, painting or sealing of 

timbers and roofing 
      

         
30,000  

            

Depot Building Assessments Shire-Wide 
Building Structural Assessment to determine priorities 

for roofing and structural works   
         

20,000                  

Unallocated Building Renewal 
Works 

Shire-Wide 
Renewal works - including Structural Heritage 

Preservation Works Based on Assessments 
      

       
220,906  

       
500,067  

           
598,877  

           
677,471  

           
975,989  

        
1,089,574  

        
1,258,498  

  
           

478,000  
       

615,060  
       

692,811  
       

795,906  
       

920,067  
        

1,048,877  
        

1,182,471  
        

1,320,989  
        

1,464,574  
        

1,583,498  
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Appendix B Projected Upgrade/Exp/New 10-year Capital Works Program  
 

A Draft Building Capital Works Program is currently being prepared. Given the lack of detailed building condition reporting (with the exception of Historic Buildings) the draft is considered a reference only for the Asset Management Plan and not a specific works 
program. 

      Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 

Building Name Locality Project Type 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 

Chiltern Hub Chiltern 
Upgrade including Library, Kinder / 

Chiltdcare Centre 
        

2,500,000  
                  

Beechworth Historic Precinct 
Works 

Beechworth 
Renewal or Upgrade Works based on 

Masterplan 
          

        
1,000,000  

        

Public Toilets - Shire Wide Shire Wide Installation of new Public Toilet Buildings   
       
200,000  

         
80,000  

    
           
100,000  

    
           

100,000  
  

  
        

2,500,000  
       

200,000  
         

80,000  
                   
-    

                   
-    

        
1,100,000  

                       
-    

                       
-    

           
100,000  

                       
-    
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Appendix C Budgeted Expenditures Accommodated in LTFP 
Insert 10 year Budgeted Expenditures from Worksheet - Form 3 Expenditure Planning on the NAMS.PLUS3 
Expenditure Template.  See Appendix J of the NAMS.PLUS Guidelines for details. 

Year Ending 30 June: 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031

Year 0 
Budget

Year 1 
Draft 

budget
Year 2 
Plan

Year 3 
Plan

Year 4 
Plan

Year 5 
Plan

Year 6 
Plan

Year 7 
Plan 

Year 8 
Plan

Year 9 
Plan

Year 10 
Plan

$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000
Capital Expenditure on 
Renewal or 
Replacement/Upgraded of 
Existing Assets:
Roads Sealed Pavements 1,310 990 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Roads Kerbs 190 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Roads Sealed Surfaces 605 1,365 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Roads Gravel Road Pavement 635 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pathways 339 994 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rail trail/Mountain bike track 110 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bridges 120 130 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Drainage 541 335 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Buildings 1,034 3,450 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Land 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sports and Recreation Facilities 243 928 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Plant & Equipment 1,559 1,862 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Other Non Current Assets 40 0 4,156 4,636 4,361 4,578 4,725 5,445 5,108 5,052 5,201
Total 6,616 10,243 4,156 4,636 4,361 4,578 4,725 5,445 5,108 5,052 5,201

INDIGO TOTAL RENEWAL
NOT SEGMENTED

Depreciation, Amortisation & 
Impairment - Existing and 
Replaced Assets
Roads Sealed Pavements 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Roads Kerbs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Roads Sealed Surfaces 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Roads Gravel Road Pavement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pathways 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rail trail/Mountain bike track 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Drainage 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Buildings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Land 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sports and Recreation Facilities 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Plant & Equipment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Other Non Current Assets 5,902 6,288 6,803 7,392 7,873 7,873 7,873 7,873 7,873 7,873 7,873
Total 5,902 6,288 6,803 7,392 7,873 7,873 7,873 7,873 7,873 7,873 7,873

Depreciation, Amortisation & 
Impairment - New Assets
Roads Sealed Pavements 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Roads Kerbs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Roads Sealed Surfaces 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Roads Gravel Road Pavement 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pathways 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11
Rail trail/Mountain bike track 118 118 118 118 118 118 118 118 118
Bridges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Drainage 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Buildings 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
Land 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Sports and Recreation Facilities 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35
Plant & Equipment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Other Non Current Assets 149 288 440 624 768 913 1,050 1,223 1,370
Total 0 0 319 458 610 794 938 1,083 1,220 1,393 1,540  
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Year Ending 30 June: 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031

Year 0 
Budget

Year 1 
Draft 

budget
Year 2 
Plan

Year 3 
Plan

Year 4 
Plan

Year 5 
Plan

Year 6 
Plan

Year 7 
Plan 

Year 8 
Plan

Year 9 
Plan

Year 10 
Plan

$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000

Capital Expenditure on 
New/Expansion Assets:
Roads Sealed Pavements 20
Roads Kerbs
Roads Sealed Surfaces
Roads Gravel Road Pavement
Pathways 415 351
Rail trail/Mountain bike track 3,390 3,887
Bridges
Drainage
Buildings 750 200
Land 245 20
Sports and Recreation Facilities 1,085 1,155
Plant & Equipment
Other Non Current Assets 24 600 4,925 4,588 5,010 6,059 4,769 4,781 4,506 5,733 4,837
Total: 5,929 6,213 4,925 4,588 5,010 6,059 4,769 4,781 4,506 5,733 4,837  
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Appendix D Strategic Building Management – Roles and Responsibilities Matrix 

 


